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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 The need for object detection
Content-based search and retrieval are still unsolved problems for multimedia data. As
opposed to textual information, no generic methods exist to directly search audio and
video content. Multimedia search engines and asset management systems rely to a large
extent on textual queries requiring that all data is already annotated. The problem
with textual annotations is that at the time on annotation, the subsequent queries are
unknown, so that an annotator oftentimes produces descriptions that do not fit to the
queries issued later on. Searches fail if a query term has not been added to the annotation
because the annotator used a synonym instead. They fail in the opposite way if the same
term has been applied with a semantically different meaning. This typically happens
with homographs like “tire” or “desert”. While it is possible to represent synonyms and
homographic heteronyms with ontology database, they only shift the underlying problem
from annotation to ontology creation: the requirements of all subsequent queries have to
be predicted at the time of ontology creation. Instead, direct processing of non-textual
content should allow for more comprehensive as well as more accurate results than relying
on annotations.
Today, computer vision and image understanding are still restricted to either very basic
characteristics of media—color histograms, motion activity, etc.—or tailored to special
domains like visual inspection of specific products. The lack of general methods to deduce
meaningful (high-level) properties from low-level visual features is called the “semantic
gap”. Object detection is one of the most promising ways to bridge this gap, but it has
to be freed from restrictions in terms of media properties and object types.
In recent years, object detection algorithms have already become robust to variations
regarding lighting and scale of the depicted objects. Still algorithms are needed that are
resilient to varying pose, geometric deformation, and occlusion. A promising approach is
based on splitting objects into smaller parts that are considered rigid themselves, while
allowing for variation in geometric arrangement. Such part-based object detection requires
to identify useful parts, to describe their appearance, and to model their arrangement.
Face detection is an instructive test case for object detection algorithms, because human
faces form an object class that has two important properties: a) There is significant
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variability between individual faces, partially resulting from deformation. b) Humans
excel at recognizing faces, so the results of detection algorithms can be easily judged.
1.2 Motivation for part-based approaches
Part-based object detection offers good prospects for typical object detection problems.
A direct motivation is the way occlusion effects holistic and part-based object detectors.
Images of natural scenes oftentimes contain objects that are not fully visible, because
they are partially covered by other objects. Also, objects are sometimes cropped at the
image boundary. Figure 1.1 shows an example from the UIUC Image Database for Car
Detection [Agarwal et al., 2004] that contains cropped cars and cars partially occluded
by a parking meter. The author’s personal photo collection contains typical examples of
faces occluded partially by sunglasses, hands, or other people.
(a) UIUC cars database (b) The author’s personal photo collection
Figure 1.1: Examples for occluded or cropped objects
Holistic approaches cannot detect an object, if a certain fraction of the object area is
occluded or has been cropped away. The holistic object detection process works by rating
the similarity of an image region to a learned template. It cannot distinguish a missing
or occluded object part from a dissimilarity of the whole region to the template, because
it has no information on the locality of a dissimilarity inside the region under considera-
tion. In contrast, part-based object detection approaches evaluate the similarity of image
regions to each part of the object separately and are able to detect the associated object,
as long as at least one part is fully visible in the image.
1.2.1 Effects of deformation and pose variation
Another reason for applying part-based object detection methods originates from the
observation that most deformed objects still can be decomposed into largely rigid parts
that show fewer deformation. Not only does this observation hold true for images of
objects that are actually deformed in the real world, but it also applies to rigid 3D objects
whose images are deformed by perspective transformation onto the 2D image plane, i.e.,
objects depicted in a different pose.
Figure 1.2 illustrates this effect with two images of the same person, one with an upright,
frontal face, and one with the head put back. The facial area of the upright face is nearly
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(a) frontal face (b) perspective distortion
Figure 1.2: Example for scale dependent effect of deformation (personal photo collection)
square, while for the perspective distortion, it is vertically compressed—to holistic clas-
sification algorithms, these two faces look very different. Accordingly, a holistic detector
trained for one pose would not detect the other one.
If we zoom into the object and compare eye regions only, perspective deformation is
hardly noticed so both regions can be rigidly registered. Further zooming into the cor-
ner of the eye increases the effect. These local structures are more stable under defor-
mation and pose variation, an insight that led to the development of local image fea-
ture detectors. They have been successfully applied to wide-baseline stereo matching—a
field of research that prominently deals with problems of deformation and pose variation
[Tuytelaars and Van Gool, 2000].
1.2.2 Biological motivation
Humans are able to detect objects in images with a high degree of occlusion. Also,
biological vision systems are tolerant to deformations. Both observations can be explained
by the hypothesis that the human visual system relies to some extent on part-based
object detection schemes. A recent publication in the field of cognitive neuroscience
shows evidence for this assumption [Sagiv and Bentin, 2001].
Sagiv and Bentin conclude that sketches and schematic drawings of faces might be detected
only because of part-based mechanisms. These part-based mechanisms typically also apply
to real, i.e., photographically realistic faces, when holistic processing fails1, for example,
on faces turned upside-down. This suggests that machine vision might also benefit from
part-based approaches.
1 To be exact, Sagiv and Bentin state that holistic face processing—when successful—preempts process-
ing of facial parts in the human brain. In other words: processing of object parts is probably done
always, but slower and overruled if holistic detection results spring up earlier.
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1.3 Research question
The current state of the art in object detection and especially face detection still is a
holistic method, known as the “boosted cascade of Haar-like features” approach. It is
computationally efficient and achieves high detection rates on natural images. However,
it is not able to detect objects under considerable pose variation, deformation, or occlusion.
Many authors believe that part-based object detection could overcome this limitation and
therefore, several part-based approaches have been proposed in the literature. Unfortu-
nately, the published detection rates of these part-based methods do not clearly exceed
those of the best holistic approaches.
A potential reason for this discrepancy between the expected advantages of part-based ob-
ject detection and lower detection rates is the fact, that no closed-form solution exists that
allows to algorithmically derive the decomposition of an object into its parts. Currently,
algorithm designers have to specify the number, locations, and extents of object parts.
Because no measure exists to quantify the appropriateness of a chosen decomposition for
a given object class, manually generated object models might patently be sub-optimal.
In this thesis, the question is investigated, how the parts of a part-based object detector
can be automatically inferred and if a part-based object detector derived this way is able
to achieve detection rates that can compete with the current state of the art in holistic
object detection.
1.4 Contribution of this thesis
As the previous sections explained, there are good reasons to assume that part-based
object detection approaches could overcome the limitations of holistic algorithms. On the
downside, no analytical method exists so far, to identify the parts of a part-based object
model.
This thesis introduces a novel method to derive part-based object models solely from
training data and evaluates it on the example of human faces. The method discussed here
automatically establishes the number as well as the locations and extents of the object
parts from sample images. This is possible by employing a semi-supervised machine
learning technique on local image features to detect clusters of feature locations that are
subsequently used as parts of the object model.
Local image features allow for a sparse description of image contents and have been suc-
cessfully used for wide-baseline stereo matching, image categorization, and object tracking.
In addition to enabling automatic identification of model parts, local image features allow
for two unique properties of the resulting part-based object models:
• The object detection process can be split into an initial, generic, and a subsequent,
object-specific, part.
• When the same image data is searched for multiple, different objects, the results of
the generic step can be reused, reducing computational load.
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1.4.1 Semi-supervised identification of the object parts
Current state of the art object detectors rely on machine learning algorithms that are
trained on a set of positive examples depicting the object plus negative examples to be
distinguished from. A human operator marks the actual objects on the positive images,
typically by specifying bounding boxes. Afterwards, an algorithm identifies the visual
features that discriminate image areas containing the object from areas that do not. This
is a common procedure to train machine learning algorithms and is directly implemented
by sliding window approach, a typical holistic object detection method.
Part-based object detection concepts described in the literature, however, require addi-
tional human knowledge: a designer makes a decision about number and locations of the
object parts. Instead of just marking the object area, all parts must be explicitly labeled
in the training data. This not only increases the amount of manual preparation before
an object detector can be trained, it also requires that the human designer knows the
optimal decomposition. This thesis introduces a method to deduce the number of parts,
their locations, extents, and orientations by unsupervised learning on the basis of training
data. As with holistic object detection approaches, a human operator only has to mark a
bounding box in the training data.
In case of a non-rigid object class (i.e., objects that exhibit deformation), the proposed
method compensates for deformation by using additional control points on the training
data. These control points do not mark the object parts, they just serve as the vertices of
a polygon mesh used for normalization. Since human intervention is needed to mark the
control points on the training data, the model identification is not strictly unsupervised.
Therefore, the author proposes to call it “semi-supervised” identification of object parts.
1.4.2 Generic feature extraction
In conventional object detection, a large part of the overall processing time is spent on
image areas that actually do not contain the object that is searched for. To reduce
processing time, it is of prime importance to discard image regions early that certainly do
not contain the object. More processing power can be spent on ambiguous image areas.
This can be achieved by using a cascade of classifiers in which each stage rejects a certain
fraction of image areas that cannot contain the object for sure while the rest proceeds to
the next stage. Only areas containing the object therefore have to pass all stages.
In this thesis, such a cascaded classifier is trained for each object part that has been
identified by semi-supervised learning. In the literature, classifier stages are trained one
after another by bootstrapping. Our novel idea is to understand local feature extraction
as the first classifier stage of a cascade: the saliency of local image regions is used to
discard all image regions that contain little structure. Regions with high saliency are kept
as regions of interest (ROIs) and can be seen as the output of a first, generic classifier
stage.
Because the local feature detection is not object specific, its output can be reused when
the same image data is searched for different object types. It also allows splitting the
object detection task between two parties, one that has access to the image data and can
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extract the generic local image features, and one that has access to a specifically trained
object detector, receiving only the ROIs as input, but not the original images. This opens
up new fields of application, for example in cases where business models prohibit sharing
image contents between a content owner and a second party providing search and retrieval
services.
1.5 Organization of this thesis
This thesis is organized as follows: first some fundamental definitions are given and the
current state of the art is described in chapter 2. Based on the introduced algorithms,
chapter 3 shows how part-based models can be used for object detection using local image
features. The proposed method is then used in chapter 4 to identify the number, locations
and extents of local image features that best describe human faces. A resulting part-based
object detector is thoroughly evaluated in chapter 5 and compared to the state of the art
in face detection. Finally, chapter 6 gives a summary and a conclusion.
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State of the art
This chapter introduces definitions and basic ideas in computer vision, machine learning,
and their application to object detection. Its purpose is not only to describe the starting
point for the design of the object detection algorithm proposed in the following chapters,
but also to introduce technical terms used in this thesis. Basic principles are not ex-
plained in detail—for in-depth discussion the reader is referred to the relevant textbooks
[Bishop, 2006, Duda et al., 2001].
2.1 What is object detection?
The author proposes the following definition that is used throughout this thesis:
Object detection is a process that extracts from a single, two-dimensional image a list of
all objects of a given class and provides their spatial arrangement.
This definition is imprecise in that it does not define what exactly a spatial arrangement
is. A simple algorithm might only be able to deduce coarse locations and sizes of up-
right rectangles (bounding boxes) that contain the individual objects. More sophisticated
algorithms provide information on the exact object boundary, in-plane orientation, 3D
orientation, or even a parametric description of an object’s geometry.
The definition given above is nevertheless precise in that it clearly states, what object
detection is not. For example, if an algorithm relies on the a-priori assumption, that
an image contains exactly one object, it does not perform object detection according to
the definition given above. Its operation may be described as mere object localization.
Object detection also must not be confused with object recognition, the latter denoting
the discrimination between different instances or exemplars of the same object class.
2.2 Performance measures for object detection
The previous section qualitatively defined object detection. In practice, a quantitative
measure is needed, to evaluate how well an algorithm solves an object detection problem.
In the context of machine learning, the performance of an algorithm is assessed by man-
ually annotating a dataset with expected results, called ground truth, and processing the
dataset with the algorithm under consideration.
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The algorithmically obtained results and the ground truth are juxtaposed, forming a con-
fusion matrix. Figure 2.1 shows the confusion matrix for a binary classification problem.
The four entries of the confusion matrix are termed“true positives” (TP ), “false positives”
(FP ), “true negatives” (TN), and “false negatives” (FN).
Hypothesized
class
Y
N
p n
P NColumn totals:
True class
False
Positives
True
Positives
True
Negatives
False
Negatives
Figure 2.1: Confusion matrix for a binary classifier [Fawcett, 2006]
Sometimes, it is desired to derive a single measure summarizing all entries of the confusion
matrix. The Machine Vision Glossary of Terms [Kohavi and Provost, 1998] mentions
accuracy and the so-called F-measure/F1-score that are also found in Figure 2.1.
Usually, classification algorithms can be adjusted by means of a threshold to accommodate
for the bias of the dataset (e.g., unequal number of positives and negatives) or the nature
of the problem (cost of false positives vs. cost of false negatives). The full performance
of an algorithm is therefore easier to understand if different points of operation are evalu-
ated. It is a common practice to use receiver operating characteristics (receiver operating
characteristics) graphs that plot true positive rate versus false positive rate spanning the
entire range from minimum false positive rate—typically accompanied by a very low true
positive rate—to maximum true positive rate that usually comes at the cost of a high
false positive rate. A perfect classifier reaches a true positive rate of 1.0 with 0.0 false
positive rate.
But ROC graphs do not fit the nature of object detection problems: If the number of
negatives cannot be quantified, a problem is better described as retrieval problem than as
classification problem. In object detection, there is an infinitely large number of locations
(given sub-pixel coordinates) where no object is present in an image. Also, it can be
assumed that the number of correct detections is very small compared to the number of
tested samples. Both facts render ROC curves less useful for describing object detection.
Thus, rather than calculating true positive rate vs. false positive rate, object detection
results are better visualized by graphing precision versus recall [Davis and Goadrich, 2006,
Manning et al., 2008]. A perfect object detector achieves a recall of 1.0 with 1.0 precision.
When evaluating algorithm performance using any of the measures given above, it is
crucial to ensure that the data used for testing does not contain samples that have been
used for training the algorithm. This allows comparing the error made by a trained model
on its training data (resubstitution error) with the error made on unknown data, in order
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to get an estimate of the generalization performance. Cross-validation is usually used as
a best practice to implement this idea.
The following review of object detection algorithms from the literature reveals that many
publications did not adhere to the evaluation best practices given above, which reduces
the validity of many published performance results, especially for the part-based object
detection algorithms described in subsection 2.3.5.
2.3 Object detection algorithms
Over time a multitude ways emerged to hierarchically categorize object detection algo-
rithms [Yang et al., 2002, Hjelmas and Low, 2001]. Many categorizations have been ob-
soleted by new object detection algorithms that did not fit into the old categories. Some
category names have also been proven not to be very precise, with the result that differ-
ent authors define identical category names with contradictory meanings. For example,
the term “feature-based” is sometimes used to describe part-based approaches as opposed
to holistic ones. In other publications it is used for derived image features likes edges
or gradient histograms as against plain intensity values—both in the context of holistic
object detection schemes. Other authors use it as an opposite to approaches based on the
sliding window approach detailed in subsection 2.3.2. In this thesis, it is primarily used
in the context of “local image features” that are described in section 2.4.
Because of such ambiguity in terms, no hierarchical categorization of object detection is
given in this thesis. Instead, the following sections review algorithms sorted into three
major groups, depending on the way how candidate regions for an object are identified in
the image:
• segmentation-based approaches,
• approaches using the sliding window principle,
• part-based approaches.
Independent from this coarse categorization, the following set of key properties is used to
describe each object detection algorithm:
• Generality: Is the algorithm restricted to a certain type of objects, e.g., faces, or
will it work on arbitrary object classes?
• Learning method: Is human knowledge exploited in the design phase or is the algo-
rithm purely based on machine learning?
• Amount of training data: How many positive and negative samples are needed for
training, if any?
• Detail of ground truth: What is the necessary detail of training data annotations?
Some algorithms just need sample images containing the object type to learn some-
where in the area, some need rectangular bounding boxes around the training sam-
ples, some need detailed meshes marking subregions, and others need 3D models.
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2.3.1 Segmentation-based approaches
Segmentation-based object detection methods calculate the likelihood, that the a given
pixel belongs to the object searched for. The resulting probability density map is seg-
mented and regions with a sufficiently high probability density are chosen as candidates
for the object area (Figure 2.2).
Figure 2.2: Luminance component (left), skin probability map (center) and results of binary
segmentation (right) [Menser and Wien, 2000]
The pixel-wise likelihood is typically deduced from color or texture and can be learned by
supervised machine learning approaches or defined as an analytical formula. Examples
for this approach are skin color models for face detection: Menser and Wien deduce
the color model from the spectral reflectance of hemoglobin, analytically modeled as
Gaussian distribution in an appropriate color space [Menser and Wien, 2000]. A mixture
of Gaussians can as well be exploited and combined with the knowledge that eyes and the
mouth are not skin-colored [Hsu et al., 2002]. This method only needs positive samples
of skin-colored pixels to learn mean and variance of the Gaussian.
Alternative methods rely on histogram back-propagation, learned from example regions
[Bradski, 1998]. Histogram-based approaches are not restricted to skin color and have
also been used to detect and track balls in robot soccer or body parts [Allen et al., 2004].
Typically, positive and negative sample regions are needed, but the number of training
samples is generally moderate.
Segmentation-based approaches do not exploit structural information present in the image.
Therefore, they are inherently tolerant to rotation, scale and deformation. The drawback,
however, is that not all sources of information are exploited, which has an impact on
detection performance. Skin color for example does not solely exist on facial areas. The
discrimination between faces and other body parts like hands has to be based on the shape
of the extracted segments [Menser, 2003].
Menser shows that, for the same reason, segmentation-based approaches often fail if mul-
tiple objects overlap and blend into one big segment in the probability density map.
Because of their moderate detection performance, segmentation-based approaches have
been superseded with the sliding-window principle, which will be discussed in the follow-
ing section.
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2.3.2 The sliding window approach
Instead of calculating the probability of a single pixel belonging to an object area, an
object detection algorithm can examine the probability that a region under consideration
depicts a complete object. Such a detector has to invoke a classifier on all possible
object positions in the given image, consequently scanning it in the case of non-parallel
processing.
To make provision for varying object sizes, this full search for object positions is extended
to an image pyramid (see Figure 2.3). Rotation invariance usually requires rotated versions
of the pyramid or the classifier. To establish deformation tolerance or allow for out-of-
plane rotation, even more variants of the classifier must be applied.
384 x 286
320 x 238
266 x 198
Figure 2.3: A rectangular classifier of fixed size is shifted step by step over an image taken
from the BioID database [BioID GmbH, 2009]. Then the image is scaled down by
a given factor and the process is repeated.
The sliding window approach can be tuned by adjusting the step size in the discrete sam-
pling of position, size and rotation. A large step size requires a classifier that is tolerant
to small misalignments, because an object might not be sampled at the perfect position.
Small step size, on the other hand, dramatically increases the number of classifier invo-
cations and raises the probability of double detections where multiple adjacent locations,
scales or orientations trigger a positive classification. Table 2.1 gives an impression of the
number of sampling positions for a typical image from a webcam scenario.
Scale Pixels Invocations
0
1
2
…
11
Total
1.0 384 x 286 22352
1.2 320 x 238 14832
1.44 266 x 198 9711
… … …
7.43 50 x 37 18
62550
Table 2.1: Number of classifier invocations for an image pyramid with the scale factor 1.2, a
classifier of 32× 32 pixels and a step size of 2 pixels.
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2.3.3 Historical examples of the sliding window approach
Sliding window approaches differ significantly in the design of the actual classifier used.
A simplistic approach might solely compare the gray values of a given region to an aver-
age facial region (a so called “template”) or to a couple of samples. Unfortunately, this
approach is sensitive to misaligned regions. Exploiting the correlations between all pixels
of a face region remedies this to some extent. One of the first approaches to model these
facial statistics was the Eigenface method [Turk and Pentland, 1991]. Using a set of face
samples, it learns a subspace-projection matrix by principal component analysis (principal
component analysis). Candidate regions are projected into the lower dimensional “face
space” before being fed to an actual classifier.
Based upon this work, Zhao et al. proposed to combine PCA with linear discriminant
analysis (linear discriminant analysis), which is able to identify PCA dimensions that are
statistically significant for the discrimination between faces and non-faces or even different
persons [Zhao et al., 1998]. The combination of PCA and LDA for face detection has been
named “Fisherfaces method” by other authors, because precisely, Zhao et al. use Fisher
discriminants, an enhanced version of LDA. The method is primarily applied to face
recognition while it still can be used as a more stable detection algorithm.
Approaches on the basis of templates, Eigenfaces, and Fisherfaces have also been applied
to classification in the frequency domain of local image regions. Several combinations
of such linear subspace transformation and frequency domain preprocessing variants to-
gether with a K-nearest neighbors classifier (K-nearest neighbors classifier), support vec-
tor machine (support vector machine) or neural network classifier have been proposed
[Rowley et al., 1998, Schneiderman and Kanade, 2000, Yang et al., 2002].
Because these methods do not exploit any special characteristics of human faces, they are
applicable to any other object class, as long as it is rigid.
Though performing rather differently, all of the above mentioned methods are subject
to the same restrictions of the sliding window approach: A large number of candidate
regions has to be classified, only few of which actually contain the object. Moreover
allowing tolerance to scale, rotation, etc. usually leads to more complex classifier designs
or lower detection performance.
2.3.4 Boosted cascade of simple features
A special case of the sliding window approach has been motivated by Viola and Jones
[Viola and Jones, 2001]. While object detection can be expressed as a classification prob-
lem, it has the noteworthy property of a theoretically unlimited number of negative clas-
sification results, as there is no finite number of image locations and scales that do not
contain the object. This has been discussed in the context of performance measures
already in section 2.2.
The sliding window approach discretizes the number of image locations, though. Still,
Viola and Jones found that the imbalance between the few candidate regions that contain
the object versus the majority of regions that do not contain it can be exploited. They
proposed a cascade of increasingly complex classifier stages. Those regions that actually
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do NOT contain the object to be detected drop out of the processing pipeline at an early
stage. The most processing power is therefore invested into only those regions that really
result in a positive outcome.
Each stage of the cascade is trained to reject a fixed fraction of the negatives amongst
its input while passing on nearly all positives. Both target values are ensured during
the training phase by constructing a strong classifier from an arbitrary number of weak
classifiers through boosting [Freund and Schapire, 1995].
The reasons for success of the Viola and Jones’ work are two-fold: first, the immense
gains in speed for extracting features of image patches—provided by a clever image rep-
resentation combined with very simple features that resemble Haar wavelets—allows for
evaluating a large number of features. Second, structuring a classifier as a boosted cas-
cade of simple classifiers allows to shift the operating point in terms of complexity vs.
accuracy. The resulting object detector outperforms all previous approaches in terms of
classification performance as well as speed.
An enhanced version of this detector introduces a few additional wavelet shapes and has
been extensively evaluated by Lienhart et al. [Lienhart et al., 2002]. Also, it is possible
to replace the original “Haar-like” features with other simple but fast to extract features
like local binary patterns (local binary patterns) [Ahonen et al., 2006].
Because of its performance in terms of speed and accuracy, boosted-cascade approaches
have since been used for face parts like eye-pairs or mouths as well [Ichikawa et al., 2006,
Ichikawa et al., 2008]. An open source implementation of the variant by Lienhart et al. is
available as part of the Open Computer Vision library (Open Computer Vision Library)
and is used in this thesis. Its main drawback is that because of the high-dimensional
feature space, a very large number of training samples is required.
2.3.5 Part-based approaches
It has been reported that part-based approaches to face recognition outperform holis-
tic approaches [Heisele et al., 2001a, Heisele et al., 2001b]. Heisele et al. trained part-
based and holistic detectors on synthetic views of faces generated from a 3D model
and tested detection and recognition on a subset of the CMU PIE database, using an
SVM classifier on image intensities. In the meantime, Viola and Jones showed that a
boosted-cascade object detector outperforms such SVM-based algorithms for object de-
tection [Viola and Jones, 2001]. The boosted cascade classifier has, however, not been
directly compared in a part-based versus holistic setup.
Part-based models known from the literature typically rely on knowledge-based selec-
tion of the parts that make up an object [Leung et al., 1995, Yow and Cipolla, 1997,
Hamouz et al., 2005, Xu et al., 2008]. It is hard to prove that a given choice of parts
is most appropriate for an object class, but objective criteria are desired to deduce part
locations and extents. Heisele et al. introduce a method to automatically estimate the best
size of the object parts around manually defined fiducial regions [Heisele et al., 2001b].
Other authors propose to find part locations by thinning out a rectangular grid of possible
locations based on a significance criterion [Zafeiriou et al., 2007].
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An interesting approach to select object parts in a strictly unsupervised scenario has been
presented by Weber et al. [Weber, 2000, Weber et al., 2000]. The authors cluster the
appearance of local image features and then iteratively find a model that best represents
global geometry and local photometry. Model learning however requires data that contains
objects in similar geometric arrangement and position. Because of the complexity of the
part selection procedure as well as the detection scheme chosen by Weber, it is restricted
to a small (< 6) number of parts.
Walker et al. demonstrated facial feature selection from a saliency map. Their focus was
on finding good features to track though, and the idea of saliency is therefore defined
with respect to saliency amongst facial features (as compared with saliency in the whole
image) [Walker et al., 1999].
A selection of part-based face models from the literature is shown in Figure 2.4. With
the exception of the approaches described by (b) Weber and (d) Walker, all models are
composed from parts that were defined by human algorithm designers. Interestingly, the
model automatically generated by Walker’s approach shows feature locations that are
similar to those, chosen by human designers for the other approaches.
(a) Heisele et al. (b) Xu et al.
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(c) Weber
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(d) Walker et al. (e) Hamouz et al.
Figure 2.4: Illustrations of part-based face models: (a) 14 rectangular components
[Heisele et al., 2001b], (b) 6 rectangular components [Xu et al., 2008], (c) 4 affine
invariant regions [Weber, 2000], (d) tracked features [Walker et al., 1999], (c) 10
feature locations [Hamouz et al., 2005]. Images taken from cited publications.
Only a fraction of the part-based face models cited above was proposed for object detection
in terms of the definition given in section 2.1 and very few have been thoroughly evaluated
according to evaluation criteria as described in section 2.2. An overview of the reported
algorithm performance is given in Table 2.2 and discussed in the following:
Authors Results Dataset # Faces # Persons Type Cross Validation
Leung et al., 1995
Yow and Cipolla, 1997
Weber et al., 2000
Heisele et al., 2000
86%-95% recall (?) private 150+180 18 localization n.n.
85% recall, 75% precision private 110 10 detection n.n.
94% accuracy private n.n. 1 categorization yes (disjunct image sets)
90% recall, 86% precision CMU test set 1 507 130 detection yes
Table 2.2: Comparison of reported performance for part-based face detection algorithms
Leung et al. present a localization scheme that estimates the most likely position, scale,
and orientation of a face under the premise that exactly one face is visible in a frame.
The algorithm is evaluated on two small image sequences that are not publicly available
and, apparently, the same images were used for training and testing. The exact evaluation
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procedure is not reported and the authors summarize imprecisely that they “found the
performance to be 95%” when taking out images with large rotation. Cited performance
results, therefore, cannot be transferred to the datasets used for this thesis.
Yow and Cipolla also report performance numbers without specifying the evaluation pro-
cedure. They achieve a number of 93 true positives (TPs) and 31 false positives (FPs)
on a private dataset with 100 images, where 90 images contain one face and 10 images
contain two faces each. Apparently, training and testing were conducted on the same
dataset, which does not test generalization performance. The authors report that they
could not provide evaluation results on the known CMU dataset [Rowley et al., 1998],
as that dataset contains mostly small faces “(less than 60 × 60 pixels)” that cannot be
detected by this part-based approach which is consistent with the findings in this thesis
(refer to subsection 2.5.1).
Walker et al. did not present a face detector but a tracking scheme and therefore do not
present comparable results. They, however, also provide numbers on a single, private
dataset only.
Weber et al. do not evaluate their classifier on a detection task but on image categorization:
their goal is to classify if an object is present in an image, or not. Two private databases—
one containing faces, the other containing cars—were used for training. Testing was
performed on a similar but disjunct dataset. For this task, they report a classification
accuracy of 94%.
Heisele et al. only present object detection results in a (not peer-review) technical re-
port [Heisele et al., 2000], measured on a subset of the CMU dataset. A different dataset
was used for training that does not contain any of the persons in the test set. Their
part-based approach is different from other part-based methods discussed here, as they
actually implement a sliding-window object detector but localize the best positions of
14 object parts inside of each sub-window. Consequently, the authors show ROC curves
on classified sub-windows instead of recall-precision curves for faces. From these curves,
one point of operation is separately noted in a table of results and compared with pre-
existing work. The table shows 90% recall at 86% precision which outperforms earlier
SVM-based face detectors but remains slightly below two older holistic object detec-
tors [Schneiderman and Kanade, 1998, Roth et al., 2000].
Hamouz et al. demonstrate localization only as they require that exactly one object is
present in an image. They train and evaluate their algorithm on three publicly available
face databases, but no clear description of the cross-validation setup is given. They
evaluate the localization performance using relative eye coordinates, a measure also used
in this thesis.
Zafeiro et al. apply a part-based model to face verification. Their approach presumes that
exactly one face is present on an image and the task is to discriminate between different
individuals. The presented training and evaluation procedures are sound and adhere to
established protocols for the publicly available XM2VTS database [Messer et al., 1999]
and Color FERET database [Phillips et al., 2000]. So, although Zafeiro et al. show an
interesting, alternative, approach to automatically deduce facial feature locations, this
part-based object model has not been evaluated for its performance on an object detection
task and is therefore hard to compare with the work presented in this thesis.
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Xu et al. do not evaluate detection performance as their algorithm relies on the holistic
boosted cascade detector contained in OpenCV. A part-based model is only used as a
second step to locate facial features on the already detected frontal faces and to finally
reconstruct the depicted face with the object model. The authors evaluate reconstruction
performance in comparison to an active appearance model (active appearance models), so
again, no object detection results are available that could be compared to the approach
presented here. Moreover, the dataset was constructed from subsets of several publicly
available datasets, but the exact composition is not clarified.
While delivering promising results, no method has been presented so far that outperforms
the best holistic face detectors. The lack of standard databases and publicly accepted
evaluation procedures restricts comparability of the different approaches. Furthermore, in
contrast to holistic methods, no established generalization of part-based object detection
algorithms exist. For holistic object detection, research can concentrate on finding new
image descriptions on one hand and designing better classifiers on the other hand whereas
for part-based object detection an additional manyfold of decompositions into parts is
discussed. The author concludes, that the object detection performance of part-based
algorithms can only be sustainably promoted by exploring methods to solve the problem
of model decomposition into parts.
2.4 Local image features
Local features are inherently invariant to geometric deformation and pose of a surround-
ing object. In addition, scale and rotation invariance can be easily achieved as well. This
makes local image features an ideal tool for building a part-based object detection algo-
rithm. However, the selection of discriminative feature locations and local descriptions
is a complicated task that has not been generally solved. Features must possess the dis-
criminative power to differentiate between object parts and cluttered backgrounds. They
also have to generalize over all possible instances of a given object type.
A wide range of mathematical criteria has been proposed in literature to divide an image
into salient regions and irrelevant remainder. Standard procedures like the Harris cor-
ner detector [Harris and Stephens, 1988], Fo¨rstner operator [Fo¨rstner and Gu¨lch, 1987]
or Good features to track [Shi and Tomasi, 1994] aim at localizing the location of salient
regions in (x, y) coordinates. For scale-invariance, some of these algorithms have been
extended to work on image pyramids [Mikolajczyk and Schmid, 2004]. Also, inherently
scale-invariant approaches like wavelet-based saliency detectors [Loupias et al., 2000] ex-
ist.
The ground-breaking publication on SIFT by Lowe has extended scale-selection by local
orientation selection and provided a fast approximation of the Laplacian image pyramid
[Lowe, 2004]. With SURF [Bay et al., 2006], a computationally more affordable solution
based on integral images and Haar-like features (motivated by the work of Viola and
Jones) exists. A possible further extension is the estimation of the affine shape of the lo-
cal regions [Mikolajczyk and Schmid, 2004] which should principally allow for view-point
invariance of local regions, but has been reported to have a negative impact on robust-
ness of the extraction process [Lowe, 2004, Bay et al., 2006]. Tuytelaars and Mikolajczyk
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published a comprehensive and detailed analysis of popular local image feature detectors
[Tuytelaars and Mikolajczyk, 2008].
While quantitative evaluations exist that give a hint on the performance of the competing
designs [Mikolajczyk and Schmid, 2004] for image registration, the results thereof can-
not be transferred to object detection directly. Evaluations on object class recognition
[Mikolajczyk et al., 2005] give some insight into generalization ability, but lack details on
localization quality. Also, single classification decisions based on the full set of features
for one image leave the additional complexity aside that originates from the possibility of
having multiple objects per image.
Thus, further on, chapter 4 compares several local image feature detectors with respect to
the object detection method presented in this thesis. Methods that do not consider local
orientation have been combined with the dominant orientation selection method proposed
by Lowe [Dorko´, 2005].
Interestingly, the principle of local feature detection is comparable to the sliding window
approach in object detection: Square regions of a fixed size are sampled over a grid on a
scale-space pyramid. If a region complies with a saliency criterion, it is “detected” as a
local image feature. Since the same location (x, y) may appear salient on different scales,
most algorithms apply a dominant scale selection to remove unwanted duplicates. For all
resulting features in scale-space, dominant orientation selection is applied. Depending on
the algorithm, multiple orientations can be assigned to a single region.
As soon as a list of quadruples (x, y, s, θ) representing all interesting locations of an image
has been determined, corresponding descriptions of the local photometric appearance have
to be extracted. While the interpretation of x, y and θ is straightforward, the scale s of
the local (blob- or corner-like) structure has to be multiplied with a scaling factor to define
the support region (see Figure 2.5).
(a) DoG / SIFT (b) Harris (c) Hessian (d) LoG (e) SURF
Figure 2.5: Support regions of 20s size, shown for the output of different interest point detectors
on a Gaussian blob.
The definition of a support region is necessary because the local features themselves carry
no visual information other than conforming to the local feature definition. They are
typically just corners or blobs, while the surrounding region must carry all information
that allows for the registration or classification of a local image feature. Typically, lo-
cal features calculated on different images of the same object do not result in perfect
point correspondences, but show small errors in location, scale and size. Using a support
region that is significantly larger than the local feature itself, therefore, is necessary to
ensure that there is enough overlap between corresponding regions to compensate for such
misalignment errors.
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In the literature, different values for the relative size of the support regions can be found:
• SIFT uses histograms
“sampled over a 4×4 grid of locations, with a sample spacing 4 times that
of the pixel spacing used for gradient detection” [Lowe, 1999]
which seems to correspond to a 16× 16 pixel area relative to a scale of s = 1.0.
• PCA-SIFT uses a
“41 × 41 patch at the given scale, centered over the keypoint, and
rotated to align its dominant orientation to a canonical direction.”
[Ke and Sukthankar, 2004]
• Mikolajczyk and Schmid state that
“the measurement region is three times larger than the detected region.
This factor is used for all scale and affine detectors. [...] In all experiments,
this size [of the extracted patch, A.N.] is arbitrarily set to 41 pixels.”
[Mikolajczyk and Schmid, 2005]
They explicitly state that this is similar to the works of Ke and Sukthankar, al-
though for PCA-SIFT the extent of the local image region relative to the scale of
the detected feature seems to be somewhat bigger.
• For the SURF descriptor, image patches are used that have a size proportional to
20 pixels at the scale of the detected region:
“For the extraction of the descriptor, the first step consists of constructing
a square region centered around the interest point, and oriented along the
orienta- tion selected in the previous section. [...] The size of this window
is 20s.” [Bay et al., 2006]
Among the descriptions cited above, the definition of Bay, Tuytelaars, and Van
Gool [Bay et al., 2006] seems to be the most precise. Also, it seems to be a compro-
mise between the smaller regions of SIFT and the larger regions of PCA-SIFT. For both
reasons, a size of 20s was used in this thesis for the algorithm proposed in chapter 3.
2.5 Performance evaluation of face detection algorithms
This thesis proposes a part-based object detection method that is applied to human
faces in chapter 4. As described already in section 2.2, the detection performance of an
algorithm is usually presented in the form of precision-recall graphs, calculated from true
positive detections, false positive detections, and the number of objects in the ground
truth. To discriminate between true and false positive detections, a measure is needed
for the validity of an object detection result. Related to face detection, Hjelm˚as and Low
stated [Hjelmas and Low, 2001]:
“As shown [...], it is not easy to evaluate and compare current algorithms. The
MIT and CMU datasets provide some basis for comparison, but since there
are no standard evaluation procedures or agreements on the number of faces
in the dataset, it is hard to draw any conclusions. There is a need for an
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evaluation procedure for face detection algorithms similar to the FERET [...]
test for face recognition.”
To this date, the situation did not change much. Evaluation metrics as well as suitable
datasets are still missing. Moreover, publications typically lack detailed descriptions of
the evaluation procedure which could compensate for missing standard procedures.
For generic object detection, several publications give recommendations for evaluation
procedures [Mariano et al., 2002, Wolf and Jolion, 2006]. These publications focus on
bounding boxes as descriptions for ground truth and detection results, which might be
due to the background of the evaluation competitions in document analysis. As of 2007,
the PASCAL visual object classes challenges include a task using bounding boxes and a
second task using pixel-wise segmentation as ground truth [Everingham et al., 2005]. The
research program “Video Analysis and Content Extraction (VACE)” lead to the develop-
ment of the “Framework for Performance Evaluation of Face, Text, and Vehicle Detection
and Tracking”, also using bounding boxes [Kasturi et al., 2009]. Kasturi et al. justify this
choice as follows:
“When generating the reference annotation, we adopted a bounding-box ap-
proach for marking object locations. This was done because a landmark-based
approach was felt to be too algorithm specific.”
The argumentation seems questionable as the authors note that they observed during
annotation that “there was also a surprising amount of subjectivity in determining the
spatial bounds of a complex object such as a person or a vehicle.” And although the an-
notation contains bounding boxes with an orientation, only area overlap of these oriented
rectangles with the object detection results is calculated as a performance measure.
None of these frameworks is therefore suitable to evaluate the quality of the orientation
or scale assignment of an object detection algorithm.
In 2001, Hjelm˚as et al. observed:
“However, accurate detection of facial features such as the corners of the eyes
and mouth is more difficult, and this is still a hard problem to solve.”
This has been detailed by Messer [Messer et al., 2004]:
“What is clear from these results is that accurate localisation is critical to
verification performance and still needs to improve to match the performance
provided by a manual operator.”
Messer et al. deduce this clearly from the results of a face verification competition that
evaluated the performance of six different algorithms on (a) manually registered faces
and (b) automatically detected faces. As expected, all recognition algorithms performed
significantly worse when relying on automatic face detection. These findings are con-
sistent with the BioP I study conducted by the German Federal Office for Information
Security (BSI) that evaluated commercially available face recognition systems for photo
IDs [Breitenstein and Niesing, 2004].
Of course, with algorithms like AAMs [Cootes et al., 2001] or Elastic Bunch-Graph Match-
ing [Bolme, 2003] it is possible to refine the localization of facial features if confident initial
localization and orientation are given. Since detection performance for upright, frontal
faces has improved substantially in the last years, automatic detection and recognition of
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upright, frontal faces is now possible and for this setup the focus of research has shifted
from detection towards recognition. For example, Huang et. al. proposed a dataset for
face recognition that contains more than 13.000 images of about 1500 celebrities that have
been found by the Viola-Jones face detector [Huang et al., 2007]. In contrast to upright,
frontal faces, however, no solution exists for the localization refinement of general object
detection results. The same applies to substantially rotated or occluded faces.
Landmark-based annotation and evaluation is a possible solution to evaluate localiza-
tion quality with respect to scale and orientation. Contrary to the assumption of Kas-
turi et al,˙ the author of the thesis believes that landmark-based evaluation does not
need to be algorithm specific. It is rather object-class specific: Jesorsky et al. pro-
posed to use the deviation of eye locations as a measure for correct detection of human
faces [Jesorsky et al., 2001]. The maximum distance of one of the detected eye locations
to the known eye locations is divided by the distance between the known eye locations Cr
and Cl and called the “relative eye position error” deye:
deye =
max(dl, dr)
||Cl − Cr|| . (2.1)
The authors declare a detection result valid, if its relative eye position er-
ror is smaller than 0.25. Other authors employ a different threshold like 0.3
[Cristinacce and Cootes, 2004]. Moreover, Cristinacce and Cootes extended this measure
from eye positions to a set of 17 fiducial points. At first, this seems like a suitable general-
ization, allowing to apply the measure to any object class. Unfortunately, no meaningful
normalization exists for an arbitrarily selected set of landmarks, so eye distance was used
again as the denominator.
While thresholding the landmark misplacement is a very simple and yet effective mea-
sure, it has also been criticized for not allowing different penalties on location, rotation
and scale deviations [Popovici et al., 2004]. It has further been claimed, that no suit-
able measure exists at all to assess the validity of a detection. Instead, authors should
directly evaluate face detection algorithms together with the targeted face recognition
algorithms [Rodriguez et al., 2004]. The latter is, however, not possible for general object
detection.
In addition to the question, which localization accuracy will be considered a correct de-
tection, there is no standard in how to deal with duplicate detections. If an algorithm
outputs multiple detections that all lie within the accuracy threshold of a single face of
the ground truth, they could be counted as a single correct detection. On the other hand,
some authors state, that duplicate elimination is part of the detection process and each
further detection should be counted as a false positive [Everingham et al., 2006].
Finally, there is no standard on how to implement cross-validation (see section 2.2). For
datasets that contain multiple images of the identical object or person, there is a funda-
mental difference between separating the data based on random image numbers or based
on persons. The BioID face database, for example, contains a varying number of images
per subject [BioID GmbH, 2009]. To use cross-validation for an estimation of detector
generalization ability, it would be useful to separate the dataset with respect to persons,
but then it is questionable how to cope with subsets containing only two or six images.
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2.5.1 Evaluation data for part-based approaches
Although face detection is one of the major research topics for a couple of years now, there
are few available datasets that can be used for the evaluation and comparison of part-based
algorithms. This is because part-based face detection requires a significantly higher image
resolution than holistic approaches. In addition, it is necessary to have accurate ground
truth, i.e., facial parts or fiducial points have to be marked. While manual annotation of
such facial geometries could be done ex post for any dataset already published, ground
truth that assigns images to individual persons is crucial for cross-validation as described
above.
While a small number of facial databases is available with sufficient resolution and initial
annotation [Gross, 2005], there has not been a standard for which fiducial points should
be marked. Only in 2001, Jesorsky, Kirchberg and Frischholz first published an article on
face detection [Jesorsky et al., 2001] that changed the picture: they presented the BioID
face detection database [BioID GmbH, 2009] that includes eye coordinates.
Later, additional markup became available for the BioID database, that contains 20
manually selected fiducial points. This markup had been introduced by the FGnet
project of the European Working Group on face and gesture recognition [Crowley, 2002].
The BioID database with the FGnet markup scheme has been used in several publica-
tions [Wang et al., 2004, Hamouz et al., 2005, Mo¨nich, 2005, Zhan et al., 2007].
FGnet has made markup available for additional databases, however, with a different
set of fiducial points. The AR face database [Martinez and Benavente, 1998] has been
marked with 22 points, slightly differing from the scheme used for the BioID database.
Sample images with the different markups applied are depicted in Figure 2.6.
(a) FGnet 20 pts markup (b) FGnet 22 pts markup
Figure 2.6: Markup schemes with fiducial points [Crowley, 2002]
Still, comparison of published results remains cumbersome as the exact identity of cited
datasets is questionable. An overview paper by Gross, for example, contains incorrect in-
formation regarding the number of subjects and the total number of images present in the
AR face database [Gross, 2005]. In addition, the AR face database as downloaded on 2009-
08-19 contains duplicate images and misses images that should be present compared to
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the database description on the corresponding website [Martinez, 2009] (see Appendix A
for details). It remains unclear, if other publications citing the AR face database had
access to the complete dataset or if results were obtained with a version identical to the
one used here. Furthermore, it is also unclear how missing images and duplicates were
handled.
2.5.2 Databases used here
Three publicly available1 datasets are used for the experiments of this thesis. Their
characteristics can be summarized as follows:
• The AR Face Database [Martinez and Benavente, 1998] consists of so called mug
shots taken in a controlled environment. All subjects are positioned on the same
spot relative to the camera, looking directly into the camera under controlled lighting
conditions. The background is formed by a dark blue curtain and there are no
occlusions. Fiducial points corresponding to the FGnet 22 pts markup are publicly
available and the database is clearly separated into individuals.
• The BioID Face Database [BioID GmbH, 2009] resembles an authentication sce-
nario. It contains web camera images showing people in an office that look into the
camera from different positions and distances. There are no occlusions and every
image depicts exactly one person. All images are taken indoors with uncontrolled
lighting (luminescent tubes on the ceiling). FGnet 20 pts markup is publicly avail-
able for a subset of the images, but the dataset unfortunately consists of a varying
number of images per person and images are not assigned to individuals. Because
only 23 individuals are present in the dataset, it has been manually separated by
the author of this thesis.
• The MPEG-7 VCE [Bober and Kim, 2006] is an assembly of personal digital pho-
tos collected from employees of companies enrolled in MPEG. The images show a
varying number of individuals, most of them looking into the camera. Backgrounds
vary from office interiors to outdoor scenes and several images were even taken in
the dark with camera flash on. Different camera models were used to take the im-
ages. Some images are blurred, some over- and some underexposed. All images
from the folder “Face-CE testset resized” that show one to three faces were used
for this evaluation. No ground truth is available for this dataset, so fiducial points
have been manually added at the Institute of Communications Engineering. Due
to the substantial number of individuals depicted, a separation into persons was
impossible.
From AR over BioID to MPEG-7 VCE the recorded scenarios become more realistic but
also increasingly difficult. Detailed information on the data can be found in the overview
table Table 2.3 and in Appendix A. Moreover, section 4.1 describes, how the fiducial-
points markup is used for dataset preparation.
1 The MPEG-7 VCE database unfortunately is only available to ISO/MPEG members
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Name Description # faces # persons face size
BioID Face Database V1.2 Represents an access control scenario where 
persons have been recorded by a webcam 
on top of computer screen in an office 
scenario. Varying lighting conditions, facial 
expressions, both genders. Mostly european 
individuals. 
Grayscale-data in 384x286 pixels resolution.
1520 23 100x158 
(average)
 
63x98 
(min)
AR Face Database Frontal faces, taken under controlled 
conditions. Varying lighting setups, facial 
expressions, both genders, partial 
occlusions. Mostly caucasian types.
Color images in 768x576 pixels resolution 
(SDTV).
3315 136 242x311 
(average)
200x242 
(min)
MPEG-7 VCE Dataset Image collection that represents personal 
photo collections. Indoor and outdoor 
images, varying lighting conditions, both 
genders, though mostly male persons. Some 
european, mostly korean individuals.
Color images, moderately JPEG 
compressed, 800x600 pixels.
734 > 50 112x152 
(average)
23x26 
(min)
Table 2.3: Overview of available databases for face detection
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Chapter 3
Part-based object detection using local
image features
When children are taught to find faces in picture books, they learn that faces consist of
parts like“eye”, “mouth”, or“nose”and that those parts need a specific spatial relationship
to form a valid face. Similarly, the underlying idea of part-based object detection is that
objects consist of a discrete set of object parts, where each part has a distinct appearance
and the parts are spatially arranged in a known geometry.
The aim of this thesis is to model object detection as generic and basic as the formula-
tion given above. The algorithm proposed in this chapter relies on only one additional
assumption, namely that there exists a universal way to also decompose any image into
parts. This assumption allows to split the object detection process into two phases: first,
the image is decomposed into generic parts without knowing which kind of objects we
want to detect. Afterwards, a specific object detector is fed with the image parts only in
order to detect and locate the object that it was trained for.
If multiple, different object detectors are applied to the same image, the intermediate
decomposition result can be reused, saving processing time. The decomposition into
generic parts also enables splitting the object detection process between two parties, one
with exclusive access to the original image (possibly a content-owner) and one with access
to a trained object detector (probably a customer or a broker), exchanging only the
extracted image parts.
The idea of exchanging an intermediate extraction result—that we could call the “descrip-
tion” of an image—originally motivated the creation of the MPEG-7 multimedia content
description interface [Manjunath et al., 2002]. MPEG-7 has been successfully applied to
audio classification in the past [Allamanche et al., 2001]. Unfortunately, the available
descriptors only allow for the description of spatio-temporal segments that have already
been identified as regions of interest. Of course, in analogy to the sliding window approach
introduced in subsection 2.3.2, every possible object location in an image can be described
to later perform object detection on descriptions. The dimensionality of video material,
however, would result in an enormous amount of intermediate description data.
During the last years, several variants of local image features have become popular for
tasks like image registration, retrieval, and classification as well as wide-baseline matching.
Their elementary and object agnostic formulation nourishes the belief, that local image
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features represent generic regions of interest that can be used for object detection.
The present chapter shows how a part-based object detector can be applied to local image
features and introduces a mathematical description of all steps of the object detection
process depicted in Figure 3.1.
geometry classificationgeometry classification
local appearance 
classification
local appearance 
classification
feature locations lk=(x,y,s,θ) feature appearances ak
local appearance 
classification
generation of object 
hypotheses
input image
local feature detection
object hypotheses Hc
geometry classification
detected objects
object part hypotheses Hpobject part hypotheses Hp
object part hypotheses Hp
Figure 3.1: Flow diagram of the object detection process
First, the input image is decomposed according to the image model described in sec-
tion 3.1 and its local features—consisting of feature locations and feature appearances—
can be used as an input to our object detector. Local appearance classifiers described
in subsection 3.2.1 are used to match local appearances in the image to the parts of the
object model. These object part hypotheses are then assembled to object hypotheses as
described in subsection 3.2.2. Finally, as described in subsection 3.2.3, geometry classifiers
determine which object hypotheses have a plausible spatial layout. The result is a set of
detected objects.
For the scope of this chapter, the part-based object model itself is assumed to be preex-
isting and a fictional, simplified model for human faces is used for illustration purposes.
The actual derivation of an object model from training data for human faces is described
in chapter 4.
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3.1 Image model
To describe an image, we use the local features approach. Hereby, we assume that an
image can be decomposed into a set
F = {f 0,f 1, ...,fK−1} (3.1)
of K square regions fk (called “local image features”) that consist of a location lk in
scale-space and an appearance ak:
fk = [lk,ak]. (3.2)
Each location lk is expressed as a vector with four dimensions [x, y, s, θ]
T representing
location in x and y direction, the relative size (“scale”) s, and the orientation θ. Ap-
pearance is modeled by a so-called descriptor ak, a vector of L entries that describes the
support region around the feature location (compare section 2.4). The descriptor can be
constructed from raw image intensities of an area around the center of the local feature,
or any transformation of this data. Here, it is generated by extracting an oriented, square
image region centered around x, y, rotating it from θ to upright position and rescaling it
from a size initially proportional to s to L = 12× 12 grayscale pixels.
Taking together Equation 3.1 and Equation 3.2, an image is represented as a set F of K
features of length 4 + L each:
F = {[
[
[
[
x0, y0, s0, θ0,
x1, y1, s1, θ1,
x2, y2, s2, θ2,
...
xK−1, yK−1, sK−1, θK−1,︸ ︷︷ ︸
lk
a0,0, a0,1, ..., a0,L−1
a1,0, a1,1, ..., a1,L−1
a2,0, a2,1, ..., a2,L−1
aK−1,0, aK−1,1, ..., aK−1,L−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
ak
]T ,
]T ,
]T ,
]T}
(3.3)
The size of such an image representation depends on the numberK of local features (which
depends on the image contents) and on the descriptor length L (which is a design choice).
An image with a large amount of structure (i.e., high entropy) has to be represented
by a large number of features, while images of a uniform, single color and brightness is
represented by zero features, independent on the image size in pixels. Usually the location
in scale space is encoded as a floating point number and the descriptor is of integral type.
Figure 3.2 shows an example image from the MPEG-7 VCE dataset that has been analyzed
with the scale-adapted Harris detector. The detector identified K = 1225 generic feature
locations lk around which we extracted square support regions. As described above, these
image regions have been resampled to 12× 12 = 144 luminance values that make up the
local appearances ak. In total, this exemplary image is described by (144 + 4) × 1225 =
181300 values, compared to 800× 600 = 480000 pixels.
Since many support regions overlap, opaque boxes were drawn first for local features of
the coarsest scale (i.e., locations with the largest sk) and smaller features were layered
on top of them. It can be seen that image regions with uniform color like the wall in
the background or the dark T-shirt of the person on the right are targeted by few local
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(a) Image with feature locations visualized as oriented
squares
Index Location lk
k x y s θ
0 53,6 9,2 1,20 181,8
1 471,6 9,4 1,20 286,9
2 511,4 16,5 1,20 90,1
3 530,5 25,4 1,20 49,7
4 88,6 26,9 1,20 274,5
5 518,8 37,7 1,20 344,0
[...]
1223 357,5 295,7 18,49 92,3
1224 171,1 313,7 18,49 39,6
(b) Features locations lk
(c) Feature appearances ak
Figure 3.2: Local image features fk extracted from an image in the MPEG-7 VCE dataset
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features only. In comparison, those image parts with the most structure, like the facial
areas and the print on the shirt, are described by a larger number of local features.
An exemplary number of the locations lk is listed in the accompanying table and all local
appearances ak are depicted. The assumption underlying the local features approach is,
that nearly all information of an image is contained in its local features, e.g., processing
only 1225 image patches of 12×12 pixels size will be sufficient to represent all contents of
the image. In comparison, the sliding window approach (see subsection 2.3.2) decomposes
the image from Figure 3.2 into 366811 candidate regions1, not including rotation.
If the same classification process can be used for processing our local image features that is
used by a sliding window approach, a huge performance improvement results just because
the number of classifications is reduced by a factor of more than 100 (for similar images).
The actual number of local features that get extracted from a given image, however,
depends on the local feature detector used. As a number of different detectors have
been proposed in the literature (refer to section 2.4), a criterion is needed to compare
these approaches and choose the best one for the object detection scenario. In addition
to choosing a local feature detection method, most detectors allow to set one or more
thresholds that define a minimum saliency for local features to be accepted. This threshold
must be chosen to get enough local features for retaining all image contents. The choice
of a local feature detector and its parametrization are discussed in section 4.2. For the
remainder of this chapter, it is assumed that a reasonable choice has been made.
3.2 Object model
The object model used here is slightly more complex than the image model defined in the
previous chapter. Being based on parts, it separates local appearance from geometry. It
is—quite similar to the image model—formulated as a set P of N parts pn
P = {p0,p1, ...,pN−1}, (3.4)
each of which consists of a relative location on the object area and an appearance. In
contrast to the features locations lk in an image, object part locations contain uncertainty
coming from the geometrical variations of a (non-rigid) object class. In other words, we
want to model where relative to a typical object of our object class a certain part is
expected and to which extent a displacement from its expected location is tolerable.
For mathematical simplicity, we formulate a part’s location as a multivariate Gaussian
distribution with a mean μn and a covariance matrix Σn. The assumption of the location
being normally distributed is usually permitted because of the central limit theorem. In
this particular case, subsection 4.2.3 provides a visualization that supports this assumption
for part locations identified on human faces.
Adding a description a˜n of its local appearance, each part pn is therefore denoted as
pn = [μn,Σn, a˜n]. (3.5)
1 Image size is 800× 600 pixels, window size is chosen to 12× 12 pixels to be comparable to the setup
used here for local image feature classification. Translation step size is 2 pixels and scale factor is 1.2,
according to default values of the OpenCV implementation.
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Similar to the location, the appearance a˜n of a part in the object model must describe
the variation within the object class. Given that local feature appearances are noted in
a high dimensional space that can be arbitrarily defined depending on the local feature
descriptor used, the appearance a˜n cannot be modeled as a simple set of means and
variances. Instead, in the proposed part-based object model, it is represented by an
abstract classifier that is trained to examine the visual similarity of a feature appearance
ak to the given model part pn:
a˜n : fk → {True : ak visually similar to pn,False : dissimilar}. (3.6)
For illustration purposes, Figure 3.3 introduces a (fictional) model Psimple that describes
human faces. This model consists of four objects parts pn, representing left eye (p0), right
eye (p1), left nostril (p2) and right nostril (p3). We will use this model in the remainder of
this chapter to illustrate how object detection can be performed on local image features.
(a) Face model
Index Location (mean) μ′n Appearance a n
n x′ y′ s′ θ′
0 -27,3 -15,9 3,0 213,7 left eye
1 27,5 -15,7 2,6 226,3 right eye
2 -7,7 17,2 1,9 85,4 left nostril
3 8,0 17,4 1,4 91,1 right nostril
(b) Model data
Figure 3.3: A simple part-based face model: (a) shows the average locations and extents of the
four model parts, (b) gives the same information as a table of average locations μn
in scale-space, which more closely resembles the algorithmic representation.
By modeling an object as proposed in Equation 3.4, we require that the decomposition
into parts is unambiguous in the sense that an object model P contains each part at
most once. This, however, does not imply that the parts are visually unambiguous. For
example, our exemplary face model Psimple contains two eyes that are visually similar.
However, these are still modeled as different parts “left eye” and “right eye” each of which
can be present at most once in a face, instead of building a model for a universal part
“eye” that could appear zero to two times.
3.2.1 Local appearance classification
As described in Equation 3.6, local appearance classifiers a˜n are implemented as one
binary classifier for each part of the object model. In the implementation chosen for
chapter 4, the“boosted cascades of simple features”classifier is used, but any classification
algorithm could be chosen. If a classifier detects sufficient visual similarity, it assigns
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the corresponding parts label to a local image feature fk. That particular local feature
becomes an object part hypothesis.
A classifier is applied to all local features of an image to create a set Hpn of object part
hypotheses presumably showing part pn:
Hpn = {fk ∈ F|a˜n(fk)}. (3.7)
When all N classifiers a˜n have been applied to all K image regions of an image, N sets
Hpn of object part hypotheses result:
Hparts = {Hp0 ,Hp1 , . . . ,HpN−1}. (3.8)
Any set Hpn can be empty because the respective part might not be visible in the image
at all or because of false negative classifications. False positive classifications lead to
unwanted object part hypotheses and—with our choice of a set of independent binary
classifiers—could even result in the same image region fk being part of multiple sets Hpn
at the same time. If more than one object is present in the image, a set Hpn can contain
multiple correct object part hypotheses—one for every object.
Let us now see what happens when we apply the exemplary model of Figure 3.3 to the
image example from Equation 3.1. In our simple example, four visual classifiers a˜0, a˜1,
a˜2 and a˜3 process the local image regions depicted in Figure 3.2. The results are shown
in Figure 3.4: a single local image region f 938 is found to be similar to the appearance
of model part p0, no correspondence is found for p1, image regions f 56,f 425 and f 663 are
found for p2 and regions f 52,f 420 and f 426 seem similar to model part p3. The locations
lk and local appearances ak can be found on the right side of Figure 3.4 while the resulting
object part hypotheses Hparts have been marked with boxes in the image on the left.
(a) Object part hypotheses
Index Location lk
k x y s θ
classifier a0
938 247,8 160,8 2,49 213,9
classifier a2
56 527,7 175,2 1,20 76,2
425 262,1 196,3 1,44 57,9
663 262,2 196,4 1,73 61,3
classifier a3
52 551,5 171,0 1,20 73,9
420 551,7 170,5 1,44 72,2
426 283,1 196,0 1,44 85,9
(b) Classifier results
Figure 3.4: Exemplary results of visual classification
3.2.2 Generation of object hypotheses from parts
So far, the process of detecting object parts is nearly identical to holistic, multi-class
object detection: the appearance of candidate image regions is fed into a set of classifiers
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and in case of positive classification, the corresponding location of the candidate region is
output. Beyond that, part-based object detection approaches must answer the question,
how to conclude from parts to objects.
A single object part hypothesis (i.e., one member of a set Hpn) already indicates the
presence of an object. The presence of multiple parts (“left eye” plus “left nostril” in our
simple model for example) could strengthen the hypothesis that a single object is present,
but only if they all belong to the same object. Of course, the parts could also belong
to multiple objects visible in the same image. Therefore topology and geometry must be
examined to group object part hypotheses to plausible objects.
If a local image region fk has been detected to resemble an object part pn, we could
use μn and Σn to infer the probability density of the object location, relative to lk. The
probability density function of the object location(s) would then be superposed from the
entries of all sets of part hypotheses Hpn and we could search for its maxima.
While it would in principle be possible to store these probability densities with a lookup
table (similar to a generalized Hough transform), this would require a large amount of
memory. In addition, decision boundaries in the space of superposed object location
probability densities are nonlinear and local maxima must be handled, resulting in a
computationally expensive classification process.
Instead, an approach based on combinatorics was chosen here. Since we have required
that every part appears at most once per object, we can build a list of all T possible
combinations ct of object parts that can be visible when a single object is present. We
call this the set C of object part constellations. It can be expressed as
C = P(M )\∅
= {(p0), (p1), ..., (pN−1),
(p0,p1), (p0,p2), (p0,p3), ..., (p0,pN−1),
(p1,p2), (p1,p3), ..., (pN−2,pN−1),
...,
(p0,p1,p2, ...,pN−1)}
= {c0, c1, c2, ..., cT−1},
(3.9)
where the power set P(X) is a set consisting of all subsets of set X including the empty
set ∅. This means, that for an object model of N different parts, the set C contains
T = |P(M )\∅| = 2N − 1 (3.10)
constellations ct of object parts. If it is known that exactly p out of the N possible parts
are visible, C is reduced to a subset of
Tp =
(
N
p
)
=
N !
p!(N − p)! (3.11)
different constellations ct.
A constellation describes, which kinds of parts appear together. When all object part
hypotheses have been identified for an image, we can now form object hypotheses using
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the concrete instantiations of the parts: For every constellation ct we take the object part
hypotheses Hpn of the parts the constellation is built of. A set of object hypotheses Hct
is then formed from their Cartesian product:
Hct =
∏
pn∈ct
Hpn . (3.12)
Each of the sets Hct may contain correctly detected objects, duplicates and a (potentially
large) number of wrong hypotheses that originate from two different reasons:
• Any false positive object part hypothesis fk ∈ Hpn of the part type n results in
several wrong object hypotheses, because its product with every combination of the
other part hypotheses of a given constellation ct.
• If multiple objects are present in the image, object parts of distinct objects are
combined to (wrong) object hypotheses.
Again we look at our exemplary model Psimple from Figure 3.3 and the results of the
appearance classification depicted in Figure 3.4. Its N = 4 parts can occur in T = 15
constellations given as:
Csimple = {(p0), (p1), (p2), (p3),
(p0,p1), (p0,p2), (p0,p3),
(p1,p2), (p1,p3), (p2,p3),
(p0,p1,p2), (p0,p1,p3),
(p0,p2,p3), (p1,p2,p3),
(p0,p1,p2,p3)}.
(3.13)
For constellation c5 = (p0,p2) for example, the set of object hypotheses is then con-
structed from the sets of object part hypotheses for part p0 and p2 shown in Figure 3.4:
Hc5 =Hp0 ×Hp2
={f 938} × {f 56,f 425,f 663}
={(f 938,f 56), (f 938,f 425), (f 938,f 663)}.
(3.14)
The total set of object hypotheses formed from the topology of the constellations in our
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example is:
H(p0) = {(f 938)}
H(p1) = ∅
H(p2) = {(f 56), (f 425), (f 663)}
H(p3) = {(f 52), (f 420), (f 426)}
H(p0,p1) = ∅
H(p0,p2) = {(f 938,f 56), (f 938,f 425), (f 938,f 663)}
H(p0,p3) = {(f 938,f 52), (f 938,f 420), (f 938,f 426)}
H(p1,p2) = ∅
H(p1,p3) = ∅
H(p2,p3) = {(f 56,f 52), (f 56,f 420), (f 56,f 426), (f 425,f 52), (f 425,f 420),
(f 425,f 426), (f 663,f 52), (f 663,f 420), (f 663,f 426)}
H(p0,p1,p2) = ∅
H(p0,p1,p3) = ∅
H(p0,p2,p3) = {(f 938,f 56,f 52), (f 938,f 56,f 420), (f 938,f 56,f 426), (f 938,f 425,f 52),
(f 938,f 425,f 420), (f 938,f 425,f 426), (f 938,f 663,f 52), (f 938,f 663,f 420),
(f 938,f 663,f 426)}
H(p1,p2,p3) = ∅
H(p0,p1,p2,p3) = ∅
3.2.3 Geometry classification
After all detected object parts have been grouped to form object hypotheses, it is neces-
sary to discriminate between plausible and implausible cases. Just as local appearances
ak contain the information which local image feature resembles which object part, the
structural information, how parts are arranged to form a valid object, is contained in the
locations lk of the parts belonging to an object hypothesis.
Locational information can be exploited by rejecting object hypotheses for topologically
implausible arrangement of parts. Topology is the defined here as the set-theoretical
properties that describe the arrangement of nodes in a graph. For example, we expect
that the nose of a human face is located inside a quadrangle formed by eyes and mouth
corners. Unfortunately, object hypotheses formed from three or fewer parts represent
homomorphic graphs, i.e., they are always topologically identical. This means that object
hypotheses can only be validated for topological plausibility, if they are formed of at least
4 parts. Moreover, even largely deformed spatial arrangements can still have an expected
topology.
A better discrimination between plausible and implausible part layouts is possible by
exploiting the information contained in the relative distances of the object parts. The
object model introduced in Equation 3.4 and Equation 3.5 describes the expected ar-
rangement of objects parts as average part locations μn and covariance matrices Σn. We
can compare the locations of detected object parts to their expected locations by using
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a coordinate-transformation that maps the locations on the object model area to image
coordinates. Geometric invariances are modeled by the degrees of freedom of the chosen
transformation. As an example, it is possible to only allow for translation in x and y
direction, resulting in two degrees of freedom. In this case, an object hypothesis would
only be considered similar to the object model, if it had the same orientation and scale.
In this thesis a transformation with four degrees of freedom was chosen, to allow for
translation, rotation, and scale change. A transformation matrix maps a location (x, y)T
on the object model to an image location (x′, y′)T through rotating by an angle Δθ, scaling
by Δs and then applying a translation (Δx,Δy)T :
(
Δs · cos(Δθ) −Δs · sin(Δθ) Δx
Δs · sin(Δθ) Δs · cos(Δθ) Δy
)
·
⎛
⎝xy
1
⎞
⎠ = (x′
y′
)
(3.15)
Two non-identical point correspondences between locations on the image and their coun-
terparts on the object model are sufficient to determine the four parameters Δθ, Δs,
Δx, and Δy of the transformation. If more correspondences are available for an object
hypothesis, it is possible to calculate an estimate of the best-fitting parameters and a
goodness of fit by minimizing the error ||e|| of the least-squares formulation given by:
min
Δθ,Δs,Δx,Δy
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
Δs · cos(Δθ) −Δs · sin(Δθ) Δx
Δs · sin(Δθ) Δs · cos(Δθ) Δy
Δs · cos(Δθ) −Δs · sin(Δθ) Δx
Δs · sin(Δθ) Δs · cos(Δθ) Δy
[...]
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ ·
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
x0
y0
1
x1
y1
1
[...]
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
−
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
x′0
y′0
x′1
y′1
[...]
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= ||e|| . (3.16)
For each constellation ct, we can define a geometry classifier g˜t that rates if an arrangement
of object parts has a plausible spatial layout by comparing its model fit with a learned
threshold ect . To compensate for the effect of scaling, the fitting error ||e|| must be
normalized by dividing through the relative scale Δs. Each geometry classifier is therefore
defined as:
g˜t : Hct → {True :
∣∣∣∣∣∣ e
Δs
∣∣∣∣∣∣ < ect ,False : otherwise} . (3.17)
Allowed deviance from the rigid-body assumption is modeled in the threshold, where in-
creasing ect corresponds to accepting geometrical layouts that are more severely deformed.
The actual parameter estimation and derivation of suitable thresholds is described in sec-
tion 4.4. That chapter also explains how we can generate two point correspondences from
a single part hypothesis, resulting in an overdetermined equation system (and therefore
allowing for least-squares fitting) for object hypotheses formed from a minimum of two
parts already. Object hypotheses formed from a single part, however, cannot be tested
for geometrical plausibility.
Continuing from Equation 3.17 the set H˜ct of plausible object hypotheses of constellation
ct is then given by:
H˜ct = {h ∈ Hct |g˜t(h)}. (3.18)
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Finally, the set of detected objects for a given image is the union of all sets of plausible
object hypotheses:
Hobjects = ∪{H˜c0 , H˜c1 , . . . , H˜cT−1}. (3.19)
Let us illustrate this again with our little example. As humans, we know what a face
looks like and therefore are able to realize that the part hypotheses (f 938,f 56,f 420) in
Figure 3.4 cannot be combined to represent a real face. Part f 938 representing the left
eye is much too far away from the other two parts representing nostrils. Accordingly,
the rigid-body transformation that maps the respective parts of the object model to the
image locations l938,l56, and l420 produces a large model error ||e||.
Several other constellations are as well geometrically implausible and can be discarded
similarly based on bad model fits. Constellations consisting of a single part, however,
cannot be validated this way. In our example these are Hp0 ,Hp1 ,Hp2 and Hp3 , holding
7 hypotheses. These “constellations of a single part” contain no geometry information
and thus can only be assumed to either (a) all be geometrically plausible or (b) all be
implausible.
In our example these two options would result in the following final list of object hypothe-
ses:
Ha = {(f 938), (f 56), (f 425), (f 663), (f 52), (f 420), (f 426),
(f 938,f 425), (f 938,f 663), (f 938,f 426), (f 56,f 52), (f 56,f 420),
(f 425,f 426), (f 663,f 426), (f 938,f 425,f 426), (f 938,f 663,f 426)}
(3.20)
or
Hb = {(f 938,f 425), (f 938,f 663), (f 938,f 426), (f 56,f 52), (f 56,f 420),
(f 425,f 426), (f 663,f 426), (f 938,f 425,f 426), (f 938,f 663,f 426)}.
(3.21)
In Figure 3.5 all final detected objects from Hb have been visualized in green, while
object hypotheses discarded based on bad model fit have been drawn in light gray. For
each object hypothesis, the mesh from Figure 3.3 has been transformed to the locations
of the parts according to the best fitting (in a least-squares sense) parameters Δθ, Δs,
Δx, and Δy using Equation 3.15. All discarded object hypotheses are combinations of
erroneously linked parts from both faces visible in the image.
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Figure 3.5: Exemplary results of geometry classification: For each object hypothesis, a mesh
in model coordinates is projected according to the least-squares estimates of scale,
rotation, and translation. Object hypotheses with a sufficiently small fitting error
are rendered in green.
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Chapter 4
Application to human faces
The mathematical system description and even the example from chapter 3 implied that it
is already known which parts make up the object to detect and that appearance classifiers
and geometry classifiers exist. This chapter describes, how such a part-based object model
can be derived from training data. It gives concrete implementation examples, specifies
appropriate feature extraction parameters and training parameters for the visual classifiers
a˜n and geometry classifiers g˜t.
feature locations lk=(x,y,s,θ) feature appearances ak
classifier training
normalized feature locations
reprojection onto 
reference mesh
clustering
object parts
appearance models ãn
classifier training
geometry models gt
input images
local feature detection
control points
Figure 4.1: Flow diagram of the model learning process
A flow diagram of the full learning process is shown in Figure 4.1 and the order of training
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steps is reflected in the following sections of this chapter:
• Feature locations originating from a set of training images are projected into a
normalized model coordinate space (section 4.1).
• In this coordinate space, clusters of local features are identified: they form the object
parts of our model (section 4.2).
• For each object part, an appearance model represented by a visual classifier is
learned, based on local feature appearances from the training images mentioned
above (section 4.3).
• For each constellation of object parts, a geometrical classifier is learned (section 4.4).
The last section of this chapter evaluates the resulting object detector on the training set
and shows the influence of some parameter choices.
4.1 Dataset preparation
Ground truth is needed for training and testing of an object detector. For the final
evaluation, coordinates of the eye centers are needed, because they are commonly used
as reference for a correct localization (refer to section 2.5). The training phase needs
a description of the object area, specified as a bounding box or any arbitrarily shaped
boundary. As indicated in the introduction, additional landmarks on specific parts of the
object help to compensate for object deformation during training. Since the human face is
subject to deformation based on mimic and inter-personal differences in facial geometry,
the author decided to make use of a reasonably detailed markup.
Since there is no standard scheme for providing ground truth for object detection and
localization (compare subsection 2.5.1), a new markup scheme is introduced, that is based
on the existing FGnet 20 pts markup (refer to subsection 2.5.1) but has been slightly
adapted to better suit the needs of geometry normalization as described below.
This new markup scheme consists of N = 28 control points vn depicted in Figure 4.2. A
comparison with Figure 2.6 reveals that two points on the temples have been removed to
allow for a more stable triangulation, while two points on the centers of the eyebrows were
added. Eight more points, equally spaced at an angular distance of 45 ◦ on an imaginated
ellipse, were added to cover the facial area. Because this markup includes eye centers
(points 7 and 10), it can be used for the evaluation as well.
All three datasets used in this thesis were described in subsection 2.5.2. For two databases,
ground truth is available in FGnet markup scheme that can be easily converted to the
scheme described above. For the third database, images were labelled by hand.
Using these control points, we can calculate the average geometry of all faces of a database.
For each object, the principal axes of its control points are determined by PCA and a
bounding box is calculated with edges aligned to these principal axes. The reference mesh
of a dataset is then generated by rotating all control points vn so that the bounding
boxes are aligned to the coordinate axes and afterwards averaging these rotated locations.
These rotated and averaged vertices v′n are then triangulated to form a Delaunay net
that describes the topology of the objects. In the following, the term mesh refers to the
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Figure 4.2: Control points overlaid on an artificial head
combination of this general topology (arrangement of the triangles’ edges) and the specific
geometry (location of the vertices, i.e., control points) for a given face.
(a) AR Face Database (b) BioID Database (c) MPEG-7 VCE
Figure 4.3: Reference meshes for the different databases. Shape differences are an artifact that
results from different people annotation the respective dataset.
Figure 4.3 shows the triangulated reference meshes for different face databases. These
reference meshes define a normalized coordinate system for object models derived from
the training data underlying the reference mesh. Every feature location lk can be trans-
formed to a l′k = [x′, y′, s′, θ′]T in the normalized object coordinate system defined by the
reference mesh. The locations (xk, yk) are transformed triangle-wise by calculating affine
coordinates [Barile, 2009] for the surrounding triangle of the mesh spanned by the control
points and then reprojecting them with the reference mesh (illustrated in Figure 4.4).
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x0k
y0k
(b) affine coordi-
nates
(c) normalized coordi-
nates
Figure 4.4: Coordinate normalization by affine projection
First, for every location (xk, yk)
T in the original image, the surrounding triangle with the
vertices vl = (xl, yl)
T ,vm = (xm, ym)
T ,vn = (xn, yn)
T is located. The affine coordinates
(x0k, y
0
k)
T
are projections of the relative location onto the triangles’ sides with 0 <= x0k +
y0k <= 1 for all vectors inside the triangle:(
x0k
y0k
)
=
(
xm − xl ym − yl
xn − xl yn − yl
)
·
((
xk
yk
)
− vl
)
. (4.1)
In the reference mesh, the corresponding triangle v′l,v
′
m,v
′
n is used to expand the affine
coordinates to normalized object coordinates:(
x′k
y′k
)
=
(
x′m − x′l y′m − y′l
x′n − x′l y′n − y′l
)
·
(
x0k
y0k
)
+ v′l. (4.2)
We also have to normalize the scale of all feature locations. Because the scale s represents
the standard deviation of the Gaussian filter kernel that fits the size of a given local
feature, we can simply multiply by the ratio of the length d of bounding box diagonal for
the actual mesh compared to the corresponding length d′ in the reference mesh:
s′k = sk ·
d′
d
. (4.3)
As the bounding box of the reference mesh is upright, while the faces in the dataset
might have different angles, we normalize the orientation θk of the feature locations by
subtracting the angle θb of the corresponding bounding box:
θ′k = θk − θb. (4.4)
The result of a feature location [xk, yk, sk, θk]
T being normalized to [x′k, y
′
k, s
′
k, θ
′
k]
T accord-
ing to Equation 4.1 through Equation 4.4 is depicted in Figure 4.5: The feature location
(green rectangle) on an image mesh is projected to the same relative location correspond-
ing to its surrounding triangle of the reference mesh. It is also enlarged to keep its relative
size to the bounding box and rotated clockwise to keep its relative orientation.
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d
θb
(a) image mesh
d′
(b) reference mesh
Figure 4.5: Coordinate normalization in orientation and scale
4.2 Deriving object parts
In this section, a qualitative and quantitative analysis of existing interest point detectors
as well as local descriptions is provided, that focusses on the properties necessary for
object detection and localization.
Interest point detectors are the first step in processing an image for our setup. Thus the
quality of their results lays the foundation for all following processes. The major task is
to reduce the number of possible locations that could represent a special facial feature
from every single pixel location to a small meaningful selection. A couple of requirements
describe a good interest point:
• Interest points must be easy to localize. Criteria similar to those required for track-
ing apply (compare [Tomasi and Kanade, 1991, Shi and Tomasi, 1994]).
• The detection scheme must provide hints on scale and orientation to allow for scale-
and rotation-invariant descriptor extraction.
• For the given task, a detector should be preferably sensitive to features typical for
the object classes to detect.1
4.2.1 Sensitivity to object features
An object detector should be built around feature detectors that respond to visual clues
present on the desired object regions. This reduces the number of local features that
has to be processed by the classification process and therefore has a direct impact on
processing time as well as total classification and detection performance.
Local feature detection schemes as discussed in section 2.4 can be separated into one group
that responds to blob-like image structures and one that is sensitive to corner-like areas.
1 This is of course a contradiction to the design goal of having general, object agnostic, local features.
If it is clear though, that a database contains only object types that have very similar characteristics
(all images feature animals for example, or all images show buildings), local features detectors should
be chosen that fit the nature of the images.
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For object detection in cluttered scenes, we can assume that the background contains any
kind of visual clues, blob-like as well as corner-like. A specific object class however might
be carrying visual details that fall predominantly in one of the categories. One might
imagine technical products that contain lots of sharp edges and corners on one hand
versus organic, amoeba-like structures with smooth curves and a blob-like appearance.
A direct consequence of this is that we can expect that different local feature concepts
exhibit a varying sensitivity to a given object class. We can define the sensitivity to
object features as the ratio of feature regions that are found on the object area (inside
the object’s boundary) to the total number K of feature regions found on an image:
Sensitivity =
|{f k ∈ F | fk inside object boundary}|
K
(4.5)
For the special case of faces, Figure 4.6 compares the sensitivity of the SIFT approach
[Lowe, 2004], the Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG), the scale invariant Hessian and Harris
detectors [Mikolajczyk et al., 2005] and SURF, a very fast approximation of the scale
invariant Hessian detector [Bay et al., 2006].
All interest point detectors can be adjusted to be more or less sensitive in terms of their
respective saliency criterion by adjusting a threshold. This experiment relates the rate
of points detected on facial areas to this threshold. Since thresholds of the different
algorithms cannot be compared directly, Figure 4.6 compares the relative number of points
on facial areas to the number of points per image. For a given number of points per face
(abscissa), the feature detector with the highest ratio of facial points to total points
(ordinate) is considered best.
It is obvious from Figure 4.6 that the absolute sensitivity depends on the dataset. We
can assume a linear correlation to the ratio of object area to total image area. A dataset
with a relatively higher percentage of object area of course will yield a higher ratio of
features detected on the object area. Also, although the objects (here: faces) are by
definition visually similar across different databases, the backgrounds differ. Databases
with a cluttered background will result in a lower sensitivity as datasets with uniform
(e.g. white) background.
From the results depicted we also can conclude that SIFT, Harris and SURF outperform
the other approaches, yielding much higher ratios of features on facial area vs. background
than LoG and Hessian detectors. On the other hand, the former are limited to a maximum
number of detected points that can only be reduced (but not extended) by setting a
threshold. With SIFT no more than around 60 points are identified per face on the BioID
dataset, SURF and Harris find up to 80 points. These numbers are of course specific to
the chosen dataset and will go up for images with larger object areas (AR Face database)
or down for more detailed backgrounds (MPEG-7 dataset). Still, any object detector
constructed from these interest point detectors must take into account that the number
of feature locations might be limited.
An interesting observation is that for SIFT, SURF and Harris, sensitivity has a local
maximum. Maximizing the average number of points detected per face obviously results
in a significantly higher number of features detected on the background.
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Figure 4.6: Sensitivity to facial features averaged over all images of the respective database
4.2.2 Distribution of feature locations
While it is nice to have a good rate of interest points found on the object area, feature
locations should furthermore be correlated to the topography of the face. Ideally, they
are be concentrated around meaningful “real” features / components of the object to be
modelled (compare subsection 2.3.5). At the same time, large regions of the object area
(where no meaningful feature resides), should attract only few feature locations.
The feature density d at the discrete coordinate (x¯, y¯) equals the average number of
feature locations that have the rounded normalized object coordinates (x¯, y¯), divided by
the number of features on the object area:
d(x¯, y¯) =
|{f k ∈ F | x′k = x¯ ∧ y′k = y¯}|
|{fk ∈ F | fk inside object boundary}|
. (4.6)
This is of course a simplification: A high density in the (x′, y′) domain might still be
spread over a subvolume of the (x′, y′, s′, θ′) space, i.e. points with the same location in x¯
and y¯ might have very different scales and/or orientations. Still, it is the easiest way to
get a first impression of the data by sight.
Figure 4.7 shows feature densities calculated on the same data with different feature
detectors. Thresholds have been adjusted to yield approximately 50 features per face, so
that the density histograms depicted can be directly compared.
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Visual comparison reveals that the algorithms target different features of the human face.
The Hessian and the Laplacian of Gaussian approaches both are very responsive for eyes
and nostrils, while the Harris detector concentrates points on nostrils and mouth corners
in the first degree. SIFT and SURF find many features on the bridge of the nose but also
arbitrarily spread over the face.
(a) Hessian @ 24.2 (b) LoG @ 10.92
(c) Harris @ 540 (d) SIFT @ 4.05 (e) SURF @ 9200
Figure 4.7: Distribution of local feature locations for different feature detectors. For compa-
rability, the given algorithm-dependent thresholds were chosen to yield an average
of 50 locations per face on the BioID database.
Moreover, Figure 4.8 exemplarily visualizes the behaviour of SIFT feature locations for
different thresholds. For SIFT, a threshold of 1 yields the most features. Increasing
thresholds yield less features, but these are less spread over the facial region but concen-
trated around small regions like eyes and nostrils. This results in a higher feature density
in those regions compared to the remainder of the face.
In the context of finding appropriate object model parts, the worst case distribution would
be feature point locations uniformly spread over the object area. The theoretical optimum
would be a single location of features. Comparing the locality of the feature locations in
Figure 4.7, Hessian and Harris approaches considerably outperform the other detector
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(a) Threshold 1 (b) Threshold 7 (c) Threshold 28
Figure 4.8: Feature density for different thresholds of the SIFT feature detector on the BioID
database. A higher threshold reduces the number of SIFT features.
types. In combination with the results of subsection 4.2.1, we can conclude that the scale-
adapted Harris detector provides the best combination of sensitivity to the human face
and locality of the feature distribution over the facial area itself. It was therefore chosen
as local feature criterion for all following experiments.
4.2.3 Identifying parts
Unfortunately, it is generally impossible to tell the exact number of components that form
a certain class of objects. Choosing a specific decomposition is a design decision that
trades classification certainty of the components against deformation tolerance regarding
the full object. An extreme choice would be to model the whole object as a single part and
therefore being not at all deformation tolerant. On the opposite end of the spectrum, an
object could be decomposed into parts of only one pixel in extent that would be extremely
deformation tolerant but whose local appearances would be hard to identify.
The optimum decomposition is expected to be found somewhere between these extremes,
but there seems to be no way to derive it analytically. This chapter therefore defines all
aspects of the proposed part-based object detection concept as an abstract mathematical
model and illustrates them on an artificial example. Concrete model parameters and
implementation choices are described and evaluated in later chapters.
A clustering step is now necessary to extract a discrete set of features, or feature locations
respectively from the interest point location density. Looking at Figure 4.9, the feature
locations look like a mixture of normal distributions. Even though the suitability of this
model was not deeply investigated, it was chosen because of its mathematical clarity
and because its model parameters can be easily estimated with the help of expectation
maximization.
The previous sections worked with simplifications of the data to cluster: normalized scales
s′ and orientations θ′ of the feature locations are ignored, accumulating density data only
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over the location in normalized mesh coordinates (x′, y′).
To create a model with a high utility for the later object detection process, model parts
should have a low variance in location, scale and orientation. If low variances are given,
we can safely extrapolate the location of the face from the location of a model part. This
is especially true for scale and orientation, since an offset in detecting the correct location
will result in the same offset for an extrapolated face, but an error in detecting the correct
scale will have a multiplicative influence.
Unfortunately, scale and orientation have different properties than (x′, y′) locations: first
of all, they have a different value range, and second, s′ is noted on an exponential scale
and orientation θ′ is a circular quantity: The scales s′ = 1.5 and s′ = 3.0 have the same
distance as s′ = 3.0 and s′ = 6.0, while the orientations θ′ = 0 and θ′ = 2π are identical.
The scale can be linearized by performing the clustering step in the log2(s
′) domain, the
angles have to be unwrapped. Since the data is not ordered like a time-series, direct un-
wrapping is not possible. Instead, the angle can be split into sin(θ′) and cos(θ′) extending
the four-dimensional data to five dimensions while eliminating the circularity.
For the remainder of this section, clustering is therefore performed on linearized normal-
ized locations:
l˜k = [x
′, y′, log2(s
′), cos(θ′), sin(θ′)]T . (4.7)
Then, the expectation maximization (expectation maximization) algorithm is employed
to estimate the weights wq, means μq and the variances σq of the mixture of Q Gaussian
distributions in all five dimensions of l˜k. An initial experiment showed low entries outside
the main diagonal of the covariance matrix, so the covariance matrix was constrained
to the diagonal to increase the stability of EM estimation. The a posteriori probability
density pq for a cluster q consequently is described as:
pq(l˜k) = wq · e
−( (x
′
k−μq,x′ )
2
2σ2
q,x′
+
(y′k−μq,y′ )
2
2σ2
q,y′
+
(log2(s
′)k−μq,log2(s′))
2
2σ2
q,log2(s
′)
+
(cos(θ′)k−μq,cos(θ′))
2
2σ2
q,cos(θ′)
+
(sin(θ′)k−μq,sin(θ′))
2
2σ2
q,sin(θ′)
)
(4.8)
Number of Gaussian mixture components
EM needs to know the number Q of clusters (i.e. Gaussian mixture components) as an
input parameter. We do not know beforehand, how many parts a face might have in
terms of feature location clusters. And we do not know, how much noise is contained in
the feature locations from our training data. We can therefore only try different numbers
Q of mixture components and evaluate the results.
Figure 4.9 shows EM clustering results projected to the (x′, y′) plane for Q = [5, 15, 50]
clusters. While the clustering was performed in the five dimensional space, the figure
shows curves constructed only from the weights wq, locations μq,x′ , μq,y′ and variances
σq,x′ , σq,y′ :
p˜q(x
′, y′) =
wq
2πσq,x′σq,y′
e
−
√
(x′−μq,x′ )2
σ2
q,x′
+
(y′−μq,y′ )2
σ2
q,y′ (4.9)
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Figure 4.9: Density of feature locations approximated by Gaussian mixture models with a
different number of clusters/mixtures, Harris @ 540 on BioID dataset
The lower left side of the diagrams represent the area around the mouth while the upper
right corresponds to the forehead. Nostrils are visible as sharp peaks in the center of the
plot. It also shows a histogram of the feature locations projected onto the (x¯, y¯) plane.
Compare Figure 4.7 or Figure 4.8 which are just different visualizations of the same data.
We can see from Figure 4.9, that multiple clusters with a very high variance and a rather
low weight are used to model the background noise (i.e. feature locations scattered arbi-
trarily over the facial area). For K = 5 clusters, only three clusters stand out and seem
to model a corner of the mouth, an eye and an eyebrow. Using K = 15 clusters, we can
already see both corners of the mouth, both nostrils and both eyes modeled by different
mixture components, an even higher number of clusters allows for example to decompose
the area around the eyes.
Peak probabilities
As stated in the discussion of Figure 4.9, the “interesting” clusters can be identified by
their maximum probability density: they really stand out from the other distributions.
This can be described by the peak a posteriori probability p̂q of a single Gaussian mixture
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component:
p̂q =
wq
2π
1
σq,x′ σq,y′ σq,log2(s′) σq,cos(θ′) σq,sin(θ′)
(4.10)
A high peak probability (corresponding to a low variance and a high weight) is a good
indicator for a meaningful facial part because:
• Clusters with a high weight represent enough features, so it is likely that the resulting
detector will see corresponding locations in a new image.
• Clusters with a small variance in location are expected to share a similar visual
appearance.
• Clusters with a small variance in location provide a confident guess for the location
of the object/face.
Figure 4.10 shows the sorted peak probabilities p̂q of feature location density, clustered
with EM into 30, 60, 90 and 120 components. The peak probability drops quite fast and
only few clusters (< 20) stand out.
But how many parts (i.e. Gaussian distributions) now will be necessary to create a
sensible model? Judging the value of a cluster is only possible a-posteriori, when its local
appearance has been learned and the trained classifier has been validated. Even then their
utility for the object detection task can only be measured after training and validating
the full object detector.
Thus, it would be most sensible to take a high number Q of clusters and pass on all clusters
as object parts. Albeit, it has been obvious from first training rounds, that parts with a
high variance in scale-space location (and therefore a smaller peak probability density) lead
to non-convergence during visual classifier training. To reduce computational complexity,
the following experiments have been conducted with the best (regarding peak probability
density) N = 30 parts of a total of Q = 60 clusters, if not otherwise stated. This choice
is motivated by observations during experiments and therefore only a heuristic value.
A full evaluation of optimum clustering setup unfortunately would overstrain available
computational resources. The number of 60, 90 and 120 components have been evaluated
though in subsection 4.5.2.
4.3 Learning local appearance
The appearance of the resulting clusters has to be learned now. Table 4.1 shows the
number of local image features detection on facial regions and background. Given the
fact that the final object parts cover only a small portion of the facial area, these numbers
suggest that the ratio of local image features on object parts versus background is heavily
imbalanced. The major objective of classifier design is therefore to keep the number of
false positives as low as possible. Suitable classifier concepts can be taken from the holistic
object detection domain.
For the remainder of this thesis, we have chosen to use a boosted cascade of simple
features, because of its success in face detection tasks (compare subsection 2.3.4) and the
availability of a fast and scalable implementation in OpenCV.
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Figure 4.10: Sorted peak probabilities for varying numbers of Gaussian mixture components,
Harris @ 540 on BioID dataset
AR BioID MPEG-7
Background 90905 301945 915092
Facial Area 58450 76032 46556
Table 4.1: Number of local features on facial area and background
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The OpenCV haartraining application trains a cascaded classifier that resembles a degen-
erate decision tree. Each node of the tree is formed by a boosted classifier—a “stage”. As
the samples travel through the stages, each stage reduces the number of false positives by
a constant factor (typically the false positive rate is chosen as fp = 0.5) while avoiding to
drop true positives (a typical recall or true positive rate rate would be tp = 0.9995). At
the end of the cascade with R stages, recall and precision have evolved exponentially:
recall = tRp (4.11)
precision =
tRp
tRp + f
R
p
(4.12)
Only samples that pass all stages are considered positives. Negatives easy to detect will
drop out of the first stages, while negatives near to the decision bound are sorted away
by a later stage. Since the expected number of positives is only a small partition of all
samples to be classified, this design is extremely efficient: The majority of samples has to
be processed by the first stages only. Even better is that these first stages of the cascade
typically are simple classifiers compared to those at the end of the cascade.
Training however is costly. For every classifier stage, the same number of positive and
negative samples is used (compare Table 4.2). To speed up learning and to increase
classifier performance, the negative samples are freshly selected for every new stage by
bootstrapping as described by [Fasel and Movellan, 2002, Viola and Jones, 2002]. There-
fore, the number of necessary negative training samples is a lot bigger than specified for
each training stage.
The number ntotal of negative examples needed to train a cascaded classifier with R stages
using nneg negatives examples each to obtain a false positive rate of fp is expressed by a
geometric sequence:
nneg,total = nneg
R−1∑
n=0
f−np
= nneg
1− f−Rp
1− f−1p
(4.13)
Using the direct formulation from Equation 4.13, we can estimate the number of necessary
training samples for each setup. Lienhart et al. must have used about 2 · 109 negative
subwindows, while the setup used here needs about 40 · 106 negative local features. The
number of 350 · 106 negative subwindows reported by Viola and Jones would correspond
to a false positive rate fp ≈ 0.786 per stage. However, since they do not give numbers for
fp and tp, these values had to be estimated for Table 4.2.
4.3.1 Estimation of achievable classifier performance
In the original publication by Viola and Jones [Viola and Jones, 2001], such a boosted
cascade classifier was invoked inside a sliding window face detection approach (compare
subsection 2.3.2). It therefore had to process every possible sub-window of an image. For
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Name ViJo01 ViJo02 LiKuPi02 OpenCV here
Stages k 38 32 20 14 7
True positive rate / stage 0.995 0.995
False positive rate / stage ~ 0.786 0.2 to 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.2
Total false positive rate 6.1 ⋅ 10-5 1.28 ⋅ 10-5
Recall (on training data) 0.932 0.966
Precision (on training data) 0.9999345 0.9999867
Negative samples per stage 10000 5000 / 10000 5000 2000 6000
Positive samples per stage 10000 10000 3000 2000 2000
positive images 4916 4916 1000 1520
negative images 9544 9500 8048
negative subwindows 350 ⋅ 106 350 ⋅ 106 40 ⋅ 106
pixels 24 x 24 24 x 24 20 x 20 24 x 24 12 x 12
Table 4.2: Various training setups reported for boosted cascade of simple features
rotation invariant classification, one could feed the classifier with every sub-window in a
multitude of rotations, which—on the downside—increases the likelihood of false positives
(reducing precision). As an alternative, Rowley et al. proposed to use an upstream
classifier that only predicts the most likely orientation of each sub-window and passes an
upright version of it to an existing classifier [Rowley et al., 1998], which tends to increase
the false negative rate (reducing recall).
The approach described here can be considered as doing something very similar to the
approach of Rowley, but on a the level of parts, not objects: feature detection can be
interpreted as a first classifier stage including a rotation step (Figure 4.11). In contrast to
the trained cascade stages and also to Rowley’s orientation classifier, this classifier stage
is not trained to the specific objects or object parts. It is in the contrary evaluating a
generic dominant orientation criterion and a generic saliency criterion. Therefore, recall
and precision of this classifier stage cannot be adjusted independently. They are both
non-linearily but monotonically dependent on the threshold of the feature detector.
all sub-windows Local Feature Extraction
Classifier 
Stage  1
Classifier 
Stage  N positives
negatives
[...]
Figure 4.11: Interpreting local feature detection as a first classifier stage
Recall and precision can not be precisely measured without labeling every local image
feature of the test set. The labels would depend on the chosen clusters of the model, so
for every evaluated model configuration, the whole dataset (≈ 400000 local image features
for the BioID dataset with Harris detector and threshold 540) would have to be re-labelled.
Instead, a simple approximation is used here: Taking the average and standard deviation
of the chosen model location, a local image feature is counted as true positive of a given
model part, if its normalized location [x′, y′, log2(s
′), cos(θ′), sin(θ′)]T is in the range of 2
times the standard deviations of the respective part (as estimated from clustering, see
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subsection 4.2.3):
(x′ − μk,x′)2
(2 · σk,x′)2 +
(y′ − μk,y′)2
(2 · σk,y′)2 +
(log2(s
′)− μk,log2(s′))2
(2 · σk,log2(s′))2
+
(cos(θ′)− μk,cos(θ′))2
(2 · σk,cos(θ′))2 +
(sin(θ′)− μk,sin(θ′))2
(2 · σk,sin(θ′))2 ≤ 1
(4.14)
Among the best clusters in terms of peak probability, the number of features that fulfill
Equation 4.14 varies largely. Figure 4.12 shows the numbers for the BioID Database. Blue
bars show counts for Equation 4.14 (labeled “locations”), green bars show similar counts
but for the last two summands (i.e. the orientation θ) removed from Equation 4.14. Yellow
bars represent only the x- and y-summand used. Clusters 5, 16, 20 and 23 attracted a
huge number of local features, the graph has been cut off at 5000 to show more detail. For
most of the clusters, about a half of the locations possibly corresponding to the cluster
are thrown out by the constraint on the orientation θ.
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Figure 4.12: Number of local features for first 25 of 60 clusters, Harris @ 540
The idea behind the model is that each cluster in the Gaussian mixture model represents
one specific feature of the object class, like a nostril or the corner of an eye. Ideally
the local feature detection process would yield for each cluster exactly one local feature
per object in the database. The BioID database contains 1520 meshes representing 1520
faces. Therefore the numbers from Figure 4.12 show that obviously, some clusters must
have been hit by multiple local features from the same mesh.
If we filter the results to not count the local features that belong to a cluster but the
number of meshes that yield at least one local feature that belongs to a cluster, this gets
even clearer. Figure 4.13 shows the corresponding results: clusters 5,16, 20 and 23 again
have been found in all or at least nearly all meshes. Comparing the results for using
the full coordinate space in Equation 4.14 (blue bars) versus neglecting the orientation
θ (green bars) or neglecting orientation and scale (yellow bars), it is unfortunately again
the orientation that reduces all counts to approximately 50%.
4.3.2 Training setup for boosted cascades
As stated in the beginning of section 4.3, the machine learning algorithm used here has
to be trained with a number of positive examples and a significantly larger number of
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Figure 4.13: Number of local features, counting only one per mesh
negatives. If we think of the feature detector as the first stage of a classifier cascade,
the subsequent stages have to be trained with data that passes the feature detector as
“positives”. The true positives (i.e. real instances of our chosen model parts) and false
positives (not model parts) have to be separated correctly.
With the method of the preceding section, we could separate true and false positives for
every model part. However, there are certain problems with this approach:
• The number of true positives will be very low. Each model part is visible at most
once per object in the ground truth. For a dataset like BioID only less than 1520
positive examples are available.
• Confidence ellipsoids of different object parts might overlap. Thus everything NOT
inside a confidence ellipsoid might still be visually similar and should not be used
as negatives for learning appearance.
• Although the total number of local image features available in a dataset might seem
big, bootstrapping requires a really huge amount of negatives that is not available
with the studied databases.
To get a suitable number of positives, we generate“artificial”training samples that have an
appearance similar to the features that have been found by the feature detection process.
We exploit the knowledge about the variances in location of the model parts (compare
subsection 4.2.3) and generate random locations within the two sigma bounds used as a
confidence ellipsoid. A similar practice is used by [Lienhart et al., 2002] to train a boosted
cascade face detector.
Since these artificial training samples are not identical to the local image features extracted
from the training data, it is in addition possible to evaluate them on the training data to
get an estimate of classifier performance.
Similar to the original approach of Viola and Jones, we use a list of negative images that do
not contain the object at all. These images are fed to the feature detector and all resulting
local images features are used for classifier training. By comparing Equation 4.13, it can
be seen that a cascade with fa = 0.5 and R = 13 yields a total false acceptance rate of
≈ 0.00012, using about 16382000 negative samples. With a false acceptance rate fa = 0.2
per stage, R = 6 stages need 7812000 examples and result in a total false acceptance rate
of 0.000064. Thus, at the expense of a higher classifier complexity per stage, we achieve
the same or even a better precision with fewer training samples.
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4.3.3 Classifier performance on training set
The results from the performance estimation in subsection 4.3.1 can be taken further by
evaluating the output of the trained classifier cascades. Figure 4.14 shows the number of
meshes that have at least one feature location that adheres to Equation 4.14 and that
is classified visually as belonging to the corresponding cluster. Ideally, these numbers
would be identical to those in Figure 4.13. Then we would have had visually homogenous
clusters that are easy to learn by a classifier. Of course, in reality, a (locational) cluster
will sport different appearances over a database: different individuals have differently
looking eyes, nostrils, mouth parts, etc. Also, some images might show closed vs. open
eyes and different facial expressions, deforming for example the mouth.
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Figure 4.14: Number of local features, counting only one per mesh, after classification
There are no options to count the number of correct classifications other than taking
Equation 4.14 or a full, detailed, manual check of every classification result. The number
of total positive classifications (including possible false positives) is depicted in Figure 4.15.
Blue bars show the total output of the visual classifiers. Green bars were generated by
counting at most one positive classifier output per mesh, for comparison with Figure 4.13
and Figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.15: Number of positive classifications, total vs. counting only one per mesh
To get a clue if the differences between the numbers given in Figure 4.12 to Figure 4.15 are
caused by meshes yielding multiple (correct) positives for a cluster or by false positives, we
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could use the confusion matrix. However, an exact confusion matrix can not be calculated
because again we would need to manually create ground truth for every classified local
feature.
Instead, we estimate the confusion matrix from the artificial positive samples generated for
classifier training (see subsection 4.3.2). Every classifier is invoked on the positive training
samples of all clusters. A result for the BioID Database can be seen in Figure 4.16. As
expected, the diagonal shows a value of one, which means that each classifier lets all of
its positive training samples pass as positives.
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Figure 4.16: Confusion matrix for best 25 clusters of BioID Database
But not all other entries are zero. Lighter rows of the confusion matrix belong to classifiers
that have few false positives (1, 10, 21), darker rows imply a low specificity for a single
object part and indicate reduced classification performance (4, 15, 19, 23). Interestingly
enough, the columns 2, 11 and 21 also appear lighter than average. This lets assume that
the corresponding clusters represent object parts that are easy to distinguish from the
other parts.
Figure 4.17 shows the locations of the clusters with lowest and highest row sum of the
confusion matrix. Apparently, the three best classifiers (indicated by a low row sum) are
located on the right hemisphere of the face, while the four least-performing clusters reside
the left side. Looking at the images from the BioID Database, this cannot be explained as
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the images show different settings with no visible shadows that would affect the left side
primarily. Of course, the database is rather small, so this might be a random effect. It is
still noteworthy as it could explain the diverging performance of the resulting face detector
on faces with occluded left half versus faces with occluded right half that is discussed later
in chapter 5.
(a) all clusters (b) clusters 1,10,21
with low row sum
(c) clusters 4,15,19,23
with high row sum
Figure 4.17: Location, extent, and orientation (x′, y′, s′, θ′) of the clusters
evaluated in Figure 4.16
4.4 Learning geometry
As described in subsection 3.2.2, the object detector itself has to decide on the basis of
geometry if an object hypothesis has a valid spatial layout. The actual criterion chosen
here is the goodness of fit with reference to a coordinate transformation from the points
on the reference mesh to corresponding points in the image, described in Equation 3.16.
4.4.1 Finding the transformation matrix
Before a transformation can be fitted, first, a set of point correspondences has to be
generated for an object hypothesis. A direct approach would be to take the x and y
component of each feature location lk belonging to an object hypothesis to represent
points in image coordinates and use x′ and y′ component of the average location μn of each
corresponding model part as corresponding points in model coordinates. As described in
subsection 3.2.2, a minimum of three correspondences is needed to calculate a least-squares
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fit for the four parameters Δθ, Δs, Δx, and Δy of the chosen rigid-body transformation
matrix.
While this is perfectly feasible, it limits us to checking only those object hypotheses for
geometrical validity that are formed from at least three object part hypotheses. More
correspondences can be generated by exploiting all four components [x, y, s, θ]T of the
feature locations lk and the average object part locations μn by understanding the four-
dimensional location vector as one possible description of the location, size, and orientation
of the square support regions that describe local features. Instead of noting the center
x, y, scale s and orientation θ, their geometry can alternatively be described by two points
with known positions on the support region. Here, two points A and B on the boundary of
the support region are chosen, placed in the direction of θ (A) and θ+ π (B). Figure 4.18
illustrates the process that is mathematically defined as:
(
xA
yA
)
= FA
⎛
⎜⎜⎝
x
y
s
θ
⎞
⎟⎟⎠ =
(
x+ 10s cos(θ)
y − 10s sin(θ)
)
(4.15)
(
xB
yB
)
= FB
⎛
⎜⎜⎝
x
y
s
θ
⎞
⎟⎟⎠ =
(
x− 10s cos(θ)
y + 10s sin(θ)
)
(4.16)
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Figure 4.18: Generating two points from a location [x, y, s, θ]T
To find the transformation parameters Δθ, Δs, Δx, and Δy, we can reformulate the
transformation from Equation 3.15 to:
(
x −y 1 0
y x 0 1
)
·
⎛
⎜⎜⎝
Δs · cos(Δθ)
Δs · sin(Δθ)
Δx
Δy
⎞
⎟⎟⎠ =
(
x′
y′
)
(4.17)
and fill in the point pairs generated from local image features and corresponding object
parts. For an object hypothesis that consist of the object part hypotheses f k1 = [lk1;ak1]
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representing object part pn1, and fk2 = [lk2;ak2] representing object part pn2, and so on,
the resulting matrix is constructed as follows:⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
xk1,A −yk1,A 1 0
yk1,A xk1,A 0 1
xk1,B −yk1,B 1 0
yk1,B xk1,B 0 1
xk2,A −yk2,A 1 0
yk2,A xk2,A 0 1
xk2,B −yk2,B 1 0
yk2,B xk2,B 0 1
[...]
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
·
⎛
⎜⎜⎝
Δs · cos(Δθ)
Δs · sin(Δθ)
Δx
Δy
⎞
⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
xn1,A
yn1,A
xn1,B
yn1,B
xn2,A
yn2,A
xn2,B
yn2,B
[...]
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
+ e . (4.18)
Equation 4.18 is an overdetermined linear equation system with an approximate solution
for [Δs·cos(Δθ),Δs·sin(Δθ),Δx,Δy]T that can be calculated with standard linear algebra
methods. In the experiments for this thesis, QR factorization was used.
One can assume that the locations μn of the model parts represent an ideal geometry that
is mapped to detected object parts that probably have not been localized exactly or are
shifted from their ideal position by deformation. Using more equations will then help to
reduce the impact of localization errors on the estimation of the rigid-body transformation.
If the localization error can be modeled as an additional term with constant range in image
coordinates (for example, the feature detector might localize features with +/− 1 pixels
in an image), e has a linear dependency on the scale-factor of the transformation Δs.
Therefore we define a scale-normalized model error e0 =
∣∣∣∣ e
Δs
∣∣∣∣ as described in Equa-
tion 3.17.
4.4.2 Verifying the model on the training set
Finally, we want to apply the object model as derived above to the training data. Iden-
tically to the intended use for object detection (as described in chapter 3), the following
four steps have to be applied to an image:
• Extract local features fk
• Classify every appearance ak with every appearance classifier a˜n (i.e., every boosted
cascade) to generate object part hypotheses Hparts
• For every possible constellation ct, generate object hypotheses Hct
• Test the geometrical integrity of each object hypothesis by thresholding its model
error e0 as calculated by Equation 4.18 with a learned threshold.
The final step requires T = 2N − 1 thresholds, one for each constellation ct, representing
the geometry classifiers g˜t. To learn these thresholds, the first three steps are performed
on every image of the training set. For every object hypothesis, we record the resulting
model errors e0 and the constellation ct on that it is based. In addition, we use each
object hypothesis to predict the location of the eyes by transforming the coordinates of
the normalized vertices 7 and 11 of the reference mesh (compare Figure 4.2) according to
Equation 3.15.
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Using the criterion on deye (compare Equation 2.1) introduced by [Jesorsky et al., 2001],
we compare predicted eye location with ground truth and record if an object hypothesis
is a hit (i.e., TP) or a miss (i.e., FP).
By counting TPs per face and the FPs for the whole dataset, it is possible to calculate
precision and recall estimates on the training data. Unfortunately though, both do not
depend on a single parameter but on the set ofM thresholds and therefore cannot directly
be plotted as a recall-precision curve.
The set of thresholds can however be interpreted as the sum of a general threshold (rep-
resenting sensitivity) and a set of weights that represent the relationship of the different
constellations to each other. For an arbitrary choice of these weights we get a traditional
recall-precision curve by varying the general threshold.
4.4.3 Finding optimum thresholds
To find a suitable choice of weights and suitable general thresholds, we would have to
search a very large parameter space. Because of limited computational resources, we
separately evaluate constellations of two parts and constellations of three parts each. As
described in subsection 4.4.2, we calculate all hypotheses for each constellation on each
image of the training set and write out model error e, constellation ct and a hit or miss
flag.
Using the criterion for a correct match and the existing ground truth, we have a cost
function that could in principle be used for numerical optimization. This cost function
however shows to have multiple local minima and far too many degrees of freedom (one
degree for every constellation type).
Instead, we have found that the following procedure allows for a good initialization:
• Choose the number of parts that will form a constellation.
• Create a detector from all constellations ct of the chosen number of parts and assign
a very high threshold to each constellation, accepting object hypotheses with large
model errors e.
• Invoke the detector on the training data. Since it has been trained from artificially
generated positives and from negatives not part of the training set, this gives a first
estimation of the achievable performance and the number of object hypotheses that
can be expected.
• Compare all object hypotheses to the ground truth, using the error measure that
will be used for testing.
• Discard every constellation from the detector that has not been found in the training
set. We are not able to estimate a suitable threshold for it from the training data.
• For every remaining constellation, find the smallest model error e that led to a
false positive. Decrease this number slightly and use it as the threshold for this
constellation of the detector.
• Discard every constellation from the detector that yielded not true positives with a
model error smaller than its newly found threshold.
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The resulting detector would yield a precision of 1.0 on the training data, since it was
tuned to just not produce false positives. Its recall on the training set is implicitly set to
the maximum achievable recall for a precision of 1.0.
When applying the detector on test data directly, it would lead to a single point in a
recall precision diagram. To get a curve, a single degree of freedom has to be introduced
that regulates the sensitivity of the detector. The appearance classifiers chosen do not
have such a degree of freedom, a boosted classifier cascade can only be made less strict by
removing cascade stages, which is not very fine-grained since we have trained for 7 stages
in total.
The geometrical model though has multiple thresholds, one for each constellation. We
can influence its strength by multiplying all thresholds with the same scaling factor sscale.
On training data this would allow to accept false positives while increasing the recall for
a factor sscale > 1.0. Using sscale < 1.0 would decrease recall, while precision would stay
at 1.0.
4.5 Performance on training set
When looking at the full object detection scheme, there are numerous parameters that
influence runtime and detection performance. The previous chapters show experiments
that give initial advice on how to narrow down the parameter ranges towards good choices.
However, as presented in subsection 4.4.3, a global optimum of these parameter choices
can not be found with straight forward optimization procedures. Thus, this section re-
visits three parameters with major influence on performance and evaluates the result of
parameter choices on the training set. This gives an estimate for the performance that
can be expected on the test set.
4.5.1 Number of parts per model
The characteristics of the clusters found in the distribution of feature locations suggested
that not all clusters represent real objects parts, but some resemble randomly scattered
feature locations (compare subsection 4.2.3). After learning visual classifiers for all clus-
ters, we can now test this assumption by training geometrical classifiers that use only a
subset of the available parts. Figure 4.19 shows the performance of the full object detec-
tion scheme on the training set. It has been generated by clustering scale-adapted Harris
feature locations to 60 Gaussian mixture components and then learning the appearance
of the 10, 20, 30, 40, or 50 best clusters (regarding peak probability).
For 10 best clusters, the maximum precision of 100% is achievable at a recall of 40%.
Precision drops down very quick. Using 50 best clusters, a precision of 100% is possible
with 75% recall. Here, precision also drops quickly to less than 10% for a recall of 90%.
From 10 to 50 clusters, recall precision curves improve steadily, but the effect saturates
from 30 clusters on already.
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Figure 4.19: Performance on training set for different numbers of parts (Harris @ 540)
4.5.2 Number of Gaussian mixture components
Previously, we have tried to estimate the minimum number of Gaussian mixture com-
ponents to get meaningful, distinct object parts. section 4.2.3 suggested that choosing
something between 15 and 30 best clusters from a 30 to 60 mixture components seems
sensible. As the preceding section has shown, a larger number of best clusters leads to
better results. Now using this result, we revisit the number of mixture components itself.
Figure 4.20 shows the performance of a detector built from the best 30 clusters of 60,
90 and 120 Gaussian mixture components on the training set. A higher number of mix-
ture components might have resulted in a better separation of the best clusters from
background noise in the feature location density (as seen in Figure 4.9). Nevertheless
the graph shows that using 90 or even 120 mixture components does not result in an
improvement over detectors built from 60 Gaussian mixture components only.
4.5.3 Number of parts per constellation
As described in subsection 4.4.1, the geometrical model evaluates a rigid body transfor-
mation defined by the point set forming a constellation ct. A minimum of two points
per constellation is necessary to get an overdetermined equation system and therefore a
model error that can be used to divide hypotheses into good and bad fits. From a practical
standpoint, it is sensible to evaluate only constellations ct of the same number of parts p,
since their solution matrix (Equation 4.18) has the same shape.
From Equation 3.11 we know that 435 2-tuples can be formed from 30 best clusters.
Accordingly, there are 4060 3-tuples and 27405 4-tuples. When applied to the databases,
the latter already results in solution matrices that exceed the 4 Gb memory boundary of
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Figure 4.20: Performance on training set for 30 best clusters from different numbers of mixture
components, Harris @ 540
32bit systems. While it is in theory possible to evaluate even higher order combinations,
it does not make sense from the perspective of computational complexity. Therefore, we
have only evaluated tuples of length p = 2 and p = 3.
Figure 4.21 shows the results for the N = 30 best parts chosen from R = 60 Gaussian
mixture components. Apparently, the performance of 2-tuples and 3-tuples does not
differ much, at least on the training set. A sensible explanation is that only few object
part hypotheses result from the chosen visual classifier. A 3-tuple geometrical classifier
will therefore reject objects with only two correctly detected part hypotheses. On the
other hand, its increased strength regarding detection of implausible part arrangements
seems not to be necessary to detect false positive object hypotheses - these seem to be
very different (geometrically) from true positive ones, so that a 2-tuple classifier leads to
similar performance.
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Chapter 5
Experimental validation
From the results of chapter 4, a final detector setup for the face detection scenario was
chosen with the most promising properties, depicted in Table 5.1. If not stated otherwise
in the key or title of a figure, these numbers apply to all graphs in this chapter.
Choice
Feature detector
Threshold
Number of GMM components
Number of parts
Parts per tuple
Visual classifier
Patch size
Allowed relative error
Harris
540
60
30
2
Viola-Jones
12
0.25
Table 5.1: Parameter choices for final detector
As described in chapter 2, the current standard method for the evaluation of an object
detector is cross-validation on a known, publicly available dataset. All three datasets used
in this thesis fall into this category, the BioID database being probably the most widely
used one. The MPEG-VCE dataset is unfortunately only available to MPEG members.
For comparison with the state of the art, an implementation of “boosted cascade of simple
features” face detector was used, which is publicly available as part of OpenCV (refer to
subsection 2.3.4). This holistic object detector is based on the same appearance classifi-
cation algorithm used for the object parts of the model presented in this thesis, although
algorithm parameters differ slightly (refer to Table 4.2). The main differences are that
the holistic face o uses 24 × 24 pixel patches and was not trained on the databases used
here but on a very large image database that is not publicly available.
Unfortunately, no directly comparable results for part-based object detection can be pro-
vided, because implementations for published methods are not available and different
evaluation methods and datasets were used in the literature. The reader is directed to
subsection 2.3.5 and especially Table 2.2 for a review of published results.
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5.1 Results on the BioID database
For a sincere evaluation, the BioID database has been manually separated into persons
(compare Table A.1). For a “take-one-out” cross-validation, 23 detectors were trained and
tested. Each was trained on 22 individuals and tested on the individual taken out from
training.
Figure 5.1 shows the achieved recall and precision curves. Good results could be achieved
on person 0, 4 and 5 for example, while recall and precision on person 7, 13 and 14 are
unacceptably low. Looking at the gallery of BioID individuals in Table A.1, we can see that
person 7 and 13 have glasses, person 13 has a beard as well and person 14 wears a fringe
which hinders detecting eye regions. The holistic face detector by [Lienhart et al., 2002]
coming with OpenCV achieves a recall of 95.9% and a precision of 98.2% on this dataset
when evaluated with the same performance measure.
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Figure 5.1: Take-one-out cross-validation results on BioID database
To estimate an upper boundary of the achievable detector performance, we can look again
at the results from the previous chapter. Figure 4.20 shows the outcome of the detector
run on the trainingset. Even on the trainingset, performance drops from a precision of
100% at a recall of 70% to a vanishing precision at 85% recall. While of course not showing
performance equivalent to state of the art face detection algorithms, similar performance
on test and training set is a sign for correct training setup, indicating no overtraining.
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5.2 Results on the AR face database
As section 5.1 have revealed, the BioID dataset used might be too small to train a classifier
that generalizes well. This is even more true for cross evaluation where the dataset used
for training is even smaller.
Unfortunately, the AR face database, the second available dataset with sufficient ground
truth for this part-based algorithm, is even smaller. Only 508 images bring markup and
given that these images come from 138 different persons (compare section A.1), cross
validation with a leave-one-out approach makes not much sense.
Instead, we have trained the detector on the full BioID database and tested it on the full
AR database. By comparing the result given in Figure 5.2 with the estimated achievable
boundary from Figure 4.20, we can see that the performance on the unrelated test set
is very similar to the one estimated from the invoking the detector on the trainingset
(Figure 4.20). Here, the holistic detector achieves an impressive recall of 99% with a
precision of 97%.
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Figure 5.2: Detector trained on BioID database and tested on AR face database
5.2.1 Results on artificially occluded faces
One key reason to pursue part-based object detectors is their inherent tolerance to oc-
clusion. If a minimum number of parts is still visible, a detector should be able to find
the object. In this section, a detector trained on the AR database is evaluated on four
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versions of the BioID database: the original, unaltered one and four variants where half of
the facial area (top, bottom, left, right) was artificially occluded by a 50% gray rectangle.
The results depicted in Figure 5.3 need a little explanation. Since the measure for correct
detection implies that accurate eye locations have to be found, it is not surprising that
the detector performs best on faces with lower half occluded, while it performs worst if
the upper half (containing the eyes) is occluded. Interestingly, it also performs very bad
when the right half of the faces is occluded.
With the holistic detector, results also decrease from 98.4% recall, 97.4% precision with
lower half occluded to 11.8% recall, 94.2% precision with upper half occluded (more
numbers in Table 5.2).
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Figure 5.3: A detector trained on BioID and tested on AR database with half facial area
artificially occluded
Recall-precision curves explain the quantitative nature of the errors only. Figure 5.4 lets
us learn qualitatively, what kind of errors occur. The first column shows correct detection
results: one can see how the boundary of the facial region is predicted correctly and that
the shape of the face matches the graph. When local features are classified correctly as
facial parts, but have been detected with an error in size or orientation, this can lead to
a wrong prediction of the face location as seen in the second column. This kind of error
usual results from two parts that are situated very close to each other so that the affine
model will carry the error further.
When two parts are both confused with similar facial parts, errors result that are similar
to what the third column shows. The right corner of the right eye really looks quite similar
to the right corner of the left eye and nostrils exhibit some rotational ambiguities. In the
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lowest row, the proximity of the nostrils that have been taken as anchors here, leads to a
scale mismatch in addition to the 180◦ rotation.
(a) correct (b) size/angle mismatch (c) left/right confusion
(d) correct (e) size/angle mismatch (f) left/right confusion
(g) correct (h) size/angle mismatch (i) left/right confusion
Figure 5.4: Examplary results on artificially occluded faces showing typical error patterns
5.2.2 Results on faces occluded by sunglasses or scarfs
The AR Face database contains additional imagery where the subjects were asked to wear
scarfs occluding their mouth or big, dark sunglasses occluding eye region. While these
images don’t come with full markup and cannot be used for training of this detector,
(approximate) eye coordinates are available and can be used for testing. Figure 5.5 shows
the performance of the detector trained on the BioID database on these images with
natural occlusion.
Just as with the artificially occluded faces, the performance is nearly equivalent to the
fully visible faces, if only the lower half of the faces is occluded by a scarf. In fact, the
performance on the scarfs dataset is observably better than on the artificially occluded
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lower halves of the faces. Sunglasses still severely impair the detection process, just as
artificially occluding the upper half of the faces did in Figure 5.3.
Because the scarfs and sunglasses images are not part of the AR face database training set,
while the persons depicted therein are, it is also interesting to compare to the performance
of the detector when trained on the AR face database. As Figure 5.5 shows, this increases
the performance compared to a detector trained on a foreign dataset like BioID. Especially
the performance on the AR sunglasses dataset seems to profit from the visual classifiers
being trained on the same persons.
The holistic detector performs nearly as good on these datasets, as on unoccluded data.
It is expected that the performance with sunglasses is lower than with scarfs, because the
original publication of [Viola and Jones, 2001] notes that the first cascade stage concen-
trates on the eye region. Still the results with sunglasses are quite good, with 84.3% recall
and 98% precision, while with scarfs 87.1% recall and 97.4% precision are achieved.
5.3 Results on the MPEG-7 VCE dataset
The BioID dataset is already a little too small for a take-one-out cross evaluation. As with
the AR face database, here we show the result of training on the BioID face database and
testing on the MPEG7 VCE. This setup is even more challenging than testing on the AR
face database, because the MPEG-7 VCE dataset fundamentally diverges from the other
two datasets, containing a lot of outdoor photography with unconstrained lighting. Also,
most individual depicted here are of Asian origin, while only white Caucasian types1 are
present in the training set (compare Table A.1).
Figure 5.6 shows the cross database evaluation results. The detector unfortunately shows
results far from the state of the art: a recall of only 40% can be reached and precision
drops below 80% at a recall of 30%. In contrast, the holistic detector achieves 91.7% recall
and 86% precision.
5.4 Influence of the error measure
Recall and precision are measured after comparing the hypotheses of the model with
ground truth data. As described in section 2.5, the predicted position of the eyes has to
be closer than a relative measure deye to their exact location. Of course, results might
depend on the somewhat arbitrary choice of deye = 0.25.
Figure 5.7 shows the results for varying deye. Tougher error measures (deye = 0.1) result
in drastically decreased performance results. Less strict settings (deye = 0.4) report only
slight performance increases. We can conclude from that, that while reported performance
numbers depend on this threshold, the choice of 0.25 as found in the literature is not overly
stern.
However, the choice of using the eyes as reference for good detections has an influence on
the evaluation results as well as on the training results. subsection 4.4.3 explains how the
1 Person 16 seems to be a southerner
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(a) Trained on BioID database
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Figure 5.5: Performance on AR sunglasses and scarfs data when trained on BioID or AR
database
geometry classifier is tuned based on ground truth data for the training set. Because the
same error measure is used for tuning, the geometry classifier will certainly prefer to rely
on tuples of parts that are near to the eyes or in fact represent the eyes. This explains,
why in the occlusion example (subsection 5.2.1), performance is so severely reduced when
one or even both eyes are occluded.
When tweaking the error measure to compare the location of mouth corners, this effect is
attenuated. Figure 5.8 shows that the recognition rate on the AR sunglasses dataset is in
fact a little better than when measuring eye centers (compare Figure 5.5). Unfortunately
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Figure 5.6: Detector trained on BioID database and evaluated on MPEG-7 VCE dataset
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Figure 5.7: Influence of the error measure deye on performance results
though, the performance on the unoccluded faces and the AR scarfs dataset is a lot worse
than when relying on eyes. Obviously, the eyes are very strong indicators for the location
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of the face. This conclusion is not overly surprising, since the eye location within the skull
is rather fixed, compared to the location of the mouth corners that underly movement
by facial muscles. Also, the location of the mouth corners was determined to have high
variance in horizontal direction in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 5.8: Measuring performance by comparing mouth corners instead of eyes
5.5 Discussion
Five approaches to local feature detection were compared regarding the distribution
of feature locations over the human face. Of those, the scale-adapted Harris corner
detector provided the best combination of sensitivity to the human face and locality
around clusters on the facial area itself. As suggested in the literature on local in-
variant feature detectors, this result might be specific to the object class “human faces”
[Tuytelaars and Mikolajczyk, 2008], so the experimental comparison must be conducted
anew for different object classes. This, however, does not impact the generality of the pre-
sented object detection approach, as all following experiments do not depend on specific
properties of the Harris corner detector but can be applied to any local invariant features.
The appearance of the derived object parts was learned with the“boosted cascade of simple
feature”approach. This is the identical classifier used by the currently best known, holistic,
face detector as described by [Lienhart et al., 2002] and available as part of OpenCV. But
while the holistic face detector achieves up to 99% recall at over 98% precision on the
datasets used in this thesis (see Table 5.2), similar results could not be obtained by the
proposed part-based object detector. When examining the potential cause of the lower
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recall and precision of our approach, we came to the conclusion that the visual classifier
itself works well in suppressing false positives, i.e., it achieves a high precision for the image
patches to classify. However, too few local features result from the preceding local feature
detection, so the final recall of the combined detection chain for object parts remains
low. The most likely reason for this is that the orientation assignment of the local feature
detection stage is not stable enough, so while sufficient feature locations are detected
on the images, the orientation compensation erroneously rotates the support regions to
wrong angles, resulting in visual dissimilarity to the learned appearances of object parts.
Consequently, basing this part-based object detection model on local image features and
relying on correct orientation assignment appears to cause limited recall of object parts
and therefore suboptimal object detection performance. This design decision, however,
was made to allow for implicit orientation invariance.
OpenCV
BioID database
AR face database
MPEG-7 VCE dataset
AR scarfs
AR sunglasses
AR left
AR right
AR upper
AR lower
recall precision
95,92% 98,18%
99,02% 97,48%
91,66% 86,04%
87,06% 97,37%
84,31% 88,97%
63,98% 94,20%
71,85% 97,07%
11,81% 72,29%
89,37% 97,42%
Table 5.2: Performance of the holistic face detector on all datasets
A simple geometrical classifier was chosen to verify the spatial arrangement of object parts
that form an object hypothesis. It is based on the assumption of a rigid object class, which
actually does not fully apply to human faces. However, it is sufficient to reject object
hypotheses constructed from parts of different faces visible in the same image. When
trying to increase recall by adjusting geometrical thresholds, the additionally allowed
object hypotheses are nearly all constructed from the few existing false positive object
part hypotheses that remained after visual classification, resulting in a large drop of
precision. From this we conclude, that the simple formulation of the geometry classifier
does not—at this time—pose a limitation on the achievable performance of the full object
detection process, but serves the only purpose of rejecting wrong combinations of detected
object parts.
Thorough evaluation of the object detection process requires a validated generalization
ability. Therefore the proposed object detection algorithm was applied to three different
face databases which was done by cross-validation over the different persons contained in
the BioID database in take-one-out manor, but also by training on the BioID database
and testing on the AR face database and the MPEG-7 VCE dataset. Table 5.3 shows
that achieved recall and precision appear to be equivalent to part-based face detection
reported in the literature. Unfortunately, this cannot be proven confidently because no
common standard for databases and evaluation procedures exists in the domain of part-
based object detection algorithms. Moreover, the performance of part-based face detection
as presented in the literature is hard to assess since exact evaluation procedures are rarely
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Authors Recall Precision Dataset # Faces # Persons
Yow and Cipolla, 1997
Heisele et al., 2000
Asbach, 2011
85% 75% private 110 10
90% 86% CMU test set 1 507 130
~30-90% 90% BioID 1520 23
70% 90% AR subset 508 135
20% 90% MPEG7 VCE subset 734 > 50
Table 5.3: Comparison of the proposed algorithm with other part-based approaches
reported, results are oftentimes presented for private datasets, full recall-precision curves
are missing, and/or the cross-validation procedure is not clarified.
Because the literature on the evaluation of face detection algorithms does not agree on
the choice of an error measure, the influence of the chosen error measure deye on the
reported results was evaluated. Our results indicate that the error measure itself and the
chosen threshold of 25% of the interocular distance are well suited for the evaluation of
face detection algorithms. Eye positions apparently allow for a better estimate of the
overall location of the face than corners of the mouth for example, which conforms to the
findings of Viola and Jones who report that the most expressive simple feature of their
classifier cascade was found to reside on the eye regions [Viola and Jones, 2002]. Reducing
the threshold to a smaller interocular distance erroneously declares a high number of
detected faces to be negatives. On the other hand, increasing the threshold leads to a
higher number of object hypotheses labeled as positives although detected locations and
especially orientations deviate significantly from the ground truth. Thus, the precision
and recall values presented in this thesis are based on a valid evaluation criterion.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
6.1 Summary
In this thesis, a new approach to part-based object detection has been introduced, imple-
mented, and evaluated, in which the object model is automatically derived from training
data by use of a semi-supervised machine learning technique.
Part-based object detection methods have the potential to allow for partial occlusion
and deformation of objects, two major problem domains in object detection. They are
however more complex to design than holistic concepts, because the decomposition into
object parts must be chosen sensibly. In the approaches described in the literature, this
is done by a human designer, who knows the properties of the object class to be modeled.
The algorithm introduced here is built upon local image features that inherently provide
scale and rotation invariance.
First, an appropriate number of parts must be deduced from training data. Our main
idea is that objects of the same class expose local features at similar positions in scale
space. The distribution of local features over a number of object training samples therefore
shows clusters of feature locations. We use expectation maximization to model the feature
distribution as a mixture of Gaussians. Each mixture component represents a potential
object part. The number of object parts is then calculated depending on a specified
clustering error.
Locations and extents of the model parts are derived from the clustering as well: Each
component of a multivariate Gaussian mixture model has a centroid, a standard deviation
and a weight. The centroid defines the location, scale and orientation of a model part,
while the standard deviation gives information about locatability. Weight is a measure
for the probability of detecting a specific object part if the object is present. We propose
to initially use a larger number of parts, rank the parts using the peak probability density
and discard parts with a low peak probability density. The latter are either hard to
localize (large variance), unlikely to be detected (low weight), or both.
The local appearance of the object parts is learned by training visual classifiers. Because
of its performance reported for holistic object detection, the “boosted cascade of sim-
ple features” classifier is used, which requires a high number of positive samples and an
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even higher number of negative samples for training1. Since the available databases for
evaluating part-based object detection do not contain enough images, artificial training
samples are generated by extracting additional image regions that are located at coor-
dinates generated according to the statistics of the Gaussian mixture model. This is a
common practice to increase the number of training samples for the chosen classification
algorithm. Negative samples were extracted by invoking the chosen local feature detector
on a second, very large dataset containing no instance of the object class to be learned.
Detected object parts are combined to hypotheses on possible object locations that are
subsequently evaluated with respect to geometrical plausibility. The evaluation is done
by fitting the geometry of the object model to the detected part locations in the image
and calculating the deviation from a rigid-body transformation. By applying all steps
described above to the training data and comparing the resulting model deviations to the
ground truth, we derive a threshold for every combination of object parts that separates
geometrically plausible object hypotheses from implausible ones. The final object detector
is constructed from the aggregation of the geometrical classifiers for all constellations of
object parts resulting in a vector of thresholds with one dimension for each geometrical
classifier. Using the training set, we calculate the vector of thresholds that leads to the
highest recall for precision 1.0. Multiplying this tuple with a scaling parameter, we can
adjust the sensitivity of our object detector, generating a recall-precision curve.
The object detector as described above has been implemented for human faces and was
evaluated on three well known datasets. Five different local feature detectors were com-
pared regarding local feature distribution over the facial area. The scale adapted Harris
corner detector provided the best combination of high sensitivity to facial regions and
strong locality of the feature clusters on the facial area. Local feature detectors yield
clusters of feature locations on human faces, that a human designer would also identify
as prominent parts of a face: Feature locations are clustered around eyes, nostrils, and
corners of the mouth, as well as around the ends of the eyebrows. Using the relative eye
position as an error measure, cross-validation was conducted on the BioID face database
in a take-one-out manner, resulting in recall and precision equivalent to other part-based
approaches. Additional evaluations were carried out by training on the BioID database
and testing on AR face database with similar detection performance. On the complex
MPEG-7 VCE dataset, no satisfying recall rates could be achieved. The influence of
the chosen error measure was evaluated separately and it was shown that the criterion
of relative eye position is a suitable error measure for the evaluation of face detection
algorithms.
6.2 Conclusions
Our main advancement over the state of the art in part-based object detection is the
automatic identification of the object parts. Cross-validation on BioID database, AR face
database, partially occluded AR face database and MPEG-7 VCE dataset indicates that
1 Compared to other classifiers like Support Vector Machines for example. In the literature, 3000-10000
positive samples and 350 · 106 negative samples are reported.
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the automatically derived model achieves precision and recall levels equivalent to other
part-based approaches.
Although the visual classifier for object parts was chosen identical to the holistic detector
of Viola and Jones, the detection performance achieved with our part-based algorithm is
lower compared to the results of the holistic detector on the same datasets. The main
drawback of the investigated implementation is a low recall that results from a low number
of detected object parts. From the experiments conducted in this thesis, we conclude that
the low number of detected parts is caused by unreliable orientation assignment during
local feature detection: Our experiments showed that the SIFT orientation assignment
fails for a high number of candidate regions, i.e., regions depicting the same object part
get assigned very different orientations. If a wrong orientation was assigned by the local
feature detector, the candidate region is rotated to an unexpected orientation and subse-
quently rejected by the visual classifier. More stable orientation assignment will therefore
increase the detection rate of object parts and subsequently yield a higher recall.
On the other hand, using generic local features allows for splitting the object detection
process between two parties—which is impossible with other object detection concepts.
Also, if moderate recall rates are sufficient—which holds true for certain internet-scale
search and retrieval tasks—the proposed method has another advantage over state of the
art holistic methods: significantly fewer candidate windows have to be classified, which
can reduce the CPU load to about one hundredths2, if local features have been extracted
off-line.
The complexity of the complete algorithm proved to be problematic since it causes many
interdepending parameters that need to be optimized together for a successful outcome.
Tuning the appearance classifiers proved to be a non-trivial task on its own. The boosted
cascades used here require large numbers of training samples and training needs far too
much CPU time to allow searching the parameter space with an optimization algorithm.
Although the boosted cascade classifier is suitable for the final object detector with regard
to its detection performance, visual classifiers with lower computational demands3 will
allow for a comprehensive optimization of all other algorithm parameters when applying
the object detector to a new object class.
6.3 Outlook
As the performance of the proposed algorithm depends strongly on the performance of
local feature detection, a field that is still under active research, it will be worth re-
evaluating the object model introduced here with new detectors in the future. Especially
proper orientation assignment is expected to improve results. A first attempt to increase
the recall of the part-based object detection could be to defer the goal of rotation in-
variance and ignore the orientations of the local image features, i.e., using only upright
support regions. Given an initial object model based on upright local features, orienta-
2 Found by comparing classifier invocations of the sliding window approach with those of our method
on the BioID database.
3 during the training phase
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tion estimation similar to the method proposed by Rowley et al. for holistic face detection
[Rowley et al., 1998] could also be applicable to local image features.
While comparing the results of the presented algorithm with the state of the art in part-
based object detection algorithms, it was found that neither reliable quantitative evalua-
tion of other approaches could be found nor suitable evaluation frameworks for part-based
algorithms were available. Although human faces were selected as a test case for our ap-
proach because of the availability of at least three databases, the number of images and
the amount of annotation provided by these databases is not sufficient. An evaluation
framework is needed, that consists of a large number of faces (i.e., > 1000) with compre-
hensive ground truth specifying age, gender, and ethnicity of the depicted individuals and
providing extensive markup with landmarks comparable to the FGnet markup schemes.
With the prerequisite of a fast learning appearance classifier, reenforcement learning could
help to iteratively generate larger training databases. An ideal database would combine
the design of the AR face database with the variability of the poses, lighting conditions,
and camera types of the MPEG-7 VCE dataset. Furthermore, a common evaluation pro-
cedure for part-based object detection algorithms should be established and installed as
part of the evaluation framework.
Thorough evaluation of part-based methods applied to general object detection prob-
lems is even more difficult because no publicly available databases are known that contain
landmark-based annotation4. Consequently, localization performance is currently assessed
based on area overlap of segmentation results or similarity of bounding boxes, two mea-
sures that do not sufficiently penalize detection errors regarding orientation and scale. A
better measure has been derived for face detection, where the deviation of the relative
eye position is a meaningful criterion. For other object classes, a generalization of this
criterion to an arbitrary set of landmarks is needed.
4 For example, The PASCAL Object Recognition Database Collection [Everingham et al., 2005]
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Appendix A
Databases
While a thorough overview on face databases is available in the literature [Gross, 2005],
it unfortunately contains errors and is not as detailed as desirable. For exactness, all
databases used for the figures in this thesis are listed in the following.
A.1 AR face database
The AR face database has been originally collected at CVC,
Barcelona [Martinez and Benavente, 1998]. It is now available via the web site of
Prof. Aleix M. Martinez [Martinez, 2009], one of the authors, who now holds a position
at the Ohio State University, Columbus.
On the webpage, the following description can be found:
“This face database was created by Aleix Martinez and Robert Benavente
in the Computer Vision Center (CVC) at the U.A.B. It contains over 4,000
color images corresponding to 126 people’s faces (70 men and 56 women).
Images feature frontal view faces with different facial expressions, illumination
conditions, and occlusions (sun glasses and scarf). The pictures were taken at
the CVC under strictly controlled conditions. No restrictions on wear (clothes,
glasses, etc.), make-up, hair style, etc. were imposed to participants. Each
person participated in two sessions, separated by two weeks (14 days) time.
The same pictures were taken in both sessions.”
However, the given number of “over 4000” images includes videos currently not available
on the webpage. Also, in contrast to the description, the actual database as downloaded
in August 2009 contains images of 76 male and 60 female individuals, which should result
in 3536 images (two sessions with 13 shots each). The dataset contained duplicates and
a expected images were missing, so that in total 3315 distinct images remained. When
asked by email, Prof. Martinez responded that there were “no missing files”, and the only
reason for deviating numbers in [Gross, 2005] was that this author “got that info from my
tech rep, it is not accurate.” [Martinez and Asbach, 2009]. He did not comment the list
of duplicates and missing files.
After download and duplicate removal, 3315 images remained.
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Additional markup was downloaded from the FGnet website [Crowley, 2002]. This markup
is available for shots 1,2,3 and 5 of every individual present in the database. In the version
of the FGnet markup downloaded, persons m-034, m-076 and w-047 to w-060 have only
shot 3 and 5 marked. Since markup files m-033-05.pts and m-033-05_a.pts were found
to be binary identical (and no image m-033-05_a exists in the AR face database), the
latter was ignored. Markup for person w-006 is missing, as the image set for this person
contains only a single shot w-006-14.
In the end, 508 marked images of 135 persons were usable for this thesis. For testing, eye
centers in the additional image sets ”AR scarfs” (765 images) and ”AR sunglasses” (765
images) were annotated by the author. For exactness a full listing of downloaded archives,
duplicate and missing files follows.
A.1.1 Downloaded archives
Files and md5 sums of the data as obtained:
90157918b49f0741c20c3e7e574a6ab5 ar_face_22pt_markup.zip
8b16e9770ee36884826249efc125d1b4 dbf1.tar.tar
3f14ef72e125a76d40be5f45a3d78071 dbf2.tar
119f3291a7de1213c5ce80d57489d257 dbf3.tar
3fea7a858108c7b2ef6851e2e9cafed1 dbf4.tar
382409f9d3677957c834c9fd552dfa62 dbf5.tar
4285d3a77ba054df02b1944779cf02fc dbf6.tar.Z
1e54e08aecfb9b0dadc7cd5a947589c5 dbf7.tar.Z
e1aba42c0f9460f7b8780ad4fa2c576e dbf8.tar.Z
A.1.2 Duplicate images
The following images exist as binary exact duplicates in dbf4.tar and dbf7.tar.Z:
m-075-1.raw
m-075-2.raw
m-075-3.raw
m-075-4.raw
m-075-5.raw
m-075-6.raw
m-075-7.raw
m-075-8.raw
m-075-9.raw
m-075-10.raw
m-075-11.raw
m-075-12.raw
m-075-13.raw
The following images exist as binary exact duplicates in dbf4.tar and dbf8.tar.Z:
w-057-1.raw w-058-1.raw w-059-1.raw
w-057-2.raw w-058-2.raw w-059-2.raw
w-057-3.raw w-058-3.raw w-059-3.raw
w-057-4.raw w-058-4.raw w-059-4.raw
w-057-5.raw w-058-5.raw w-059-5.raw
w-057-6.raw w-058-6.raw w-059-6.raw
w-057-7.raw w-058-7.raw w-059-7.raw
w-057-8.raw w-058-8.raw w-059-8.raw
w-057-9.raw w-058-9.raw w-059-9.raw
w-057-10.raw w-058-10.raw w-059-10.raw
w-057-11.raw w-058-11.raw w-059-11.raw
w-057-12.raw w-058-12.raw w-059-12.raw
w-057-13.raw w-058-13.raw w-059-13.raw
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A.1.3 Missing images
m-011-14.raw m-024-14.raw m-028-14.raw m-029-14.raw m-035-14.raw m-050-14.raw m-057-14.raw
m-011-15.raw m-024-15.raw m-028-15.raw m-029-15.raw m-035-15.raw m-050-15.raw m-057-15.raw
m-011-16.raw m-024-16.raw m-028-16.raw m-029-16.raw m-035-16.raw m-050-16.raw m-057-16.raw
m-011-17.raw m-024-17.raw m-028-17.raw m-029-17.raw m-035-17.raw m-050-17.raw m-057-17.raw
m-011-18.raw m-024-18.raw m-028-18.raw m-029-18.raw m-035-18.raw m-050-18.raw m-057-18.raw
m-011-19.raw m-024-19.raw m-028-19.raw m-029-19.raw m-035-19.raw m-050-19.raw m-057-19.raw
m-011-20.raw m-024-20.raw m-028-20.raw m-029-20.raw m-035-20.raw m-050-20.raw m-057-20.raw
m-011-21.raw m-024-21.raw m-028-21.raw m-029-21.raw m-035-21.raw m-050-21.raw m-057-21.raw
m-011-22.raw m-024-22.raw m-028-22.raw m-029-22.raw m-035-22.raw m-050-22.raw m-057-22.raw
m-011-23.raw m-024-23.raw m-028-23.raw m-029-23.raw m-035-23.raw m-050-23.raw m-057-23.raw
m-011-24.raw m-024-24.raw m-028-24.raw m-029-24.raw m-035-24.raw m-050-24.raw m-057-24.raw
m-011-25.raw m-024-25.raw m-028-25.raw m-029-25.raw m-035-25.raw m-050-25.raw m-057-25.raw
m-011-26.raw m-024-26.raw m-028-26.raw m-029-26.raw m-035-26.raw m-050-26.raw m-057-26.raw
m-062-14.raw m-063-14.raw m-064-14.raw m-068-14.raw w-001-14.raw w-006-1.raw
m-062-15.raw m-063-15.raw m-064-15.raw m-068-15.raw w-001-15.raw w-006-2.raw w-006-15.raw
m-062-16.raw m-063-16.raw m-064-16.raw m-068-16.raw w-001-16.raw w-006-3.raw w-006-16.raw
m-062-17.raw m-063-17.raw m-064-17.raw m-068-17.raw w-001-17.raw w-006-4.raw w-006-17.raw
m-062-18.raw m-063-18.raw m-064-18.raw m-068-18.raw w-001-18.raw w-006-5.raw w-006-18.raw
m-062-19.raw m-063-19.raw m-064-19.raw m-068-19.raw w-001-19.raw w-006-6.raw w-006-19.raw
m-062-20.raw m-063-20.raw m-064-20.raw m-068-20.raw w-001-20.raw w-006-7.raw w-006-20.raw
m-062-21.raw m-063-21.raw m-064-21.raw m-068-21.raw w-001-21.raw w-006-8.raw w-006-21.raw
m-062-22.raw m-063-22.raw m-064-22.raw m-068-22.raw w-001-22.raw w-006-9.raw w-006-22.raw
m-062-23.raw m-063-23.raw m-064-23.raw m-068-23.raw w-001-23.raw w-006-10.raw w-006-23.raw
m-062-24.raw m-063-24.raw m-064-24.raw m-068-24.raw w-001-24.raw w-006-11.raw w-006-24.raw
m-062-25.raw m-063-25.raw m-064-25.raw m-068-25.raw w-001-25.raw w-006-12.raw w-006-25.raw
m-062-26.raw m-063-26.raw m-064-26.raw m-068-26.raw w-001-26.raw w-006-13.raw w-006-26.raw
w-010-14.raw w-047-14.raw w-049-14.raw w-056-14.raw
w-047-15.raw w-049-15.raw w-056-15.raw
w-047-16.raw w-049-16.raw w-056-16.raw
w-047-17.raw w-049-17.raw w-056-17.raw
w-047-18.raw w-049-18.raw w-056-18.raw
w-047-19.raw w-049-19.raw w-056-19.raw
w-047-20.raw w-049-20.raw w-056-20.raw
w-047-21.raw w-049-21.raw w-056-21.raw
w-047-22.raw w-049-22.raw w-056-22.raw
w-047-23.raw w-049-23.raw w-056-23.raw
w-047-24.raw w-049-24.raw w-056-24.raw
w-047-25.raw w-049-25.raw w-056-25.raw
w-047-26.raw w-049-26.raw w-056-26.raw
A.2 BioID database
On it’s website [BioID GmbH, 2009], the BioID database is described as follows:
The dataset consists of 1521 gray level images with a resolution of 384x286
pixel. Each one shows the frontal view of a face of one out of 23 different
test persons. For comparison reasons the set also contains manually set eye
postions. The images are labeled "BioID_xxxx.pgm" where the characters
xxxx are replaced by the index of the current image (with leading zeros).
Similar to this, the files "BioID_xxxx.eye" contain the eye positions for the
corresponding images.
All images but BioID_1140.pgm show a single face. Eye positions are included with the
database itself but can be downloaded seperately (both versions of *.eye files have been
found binary identical). The additional FGnet 20 points markup has been used for this
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thesis. However, the image with two persons depicted has been taken out, so that in total
1520 images remained usable for this thesis.
Gender and identity of persons suggest that the dataset contains 16 male and 7 female
individuals that have been recorded with a highly varying number of shots each. See
the exact numbers of images per individual and a sample images of each individual in
Table A.1 .
Person Id Gender # images
0 male 121
1 male 60
2 male 2
3 male 59
4 female 78
5 female 87
6 male 98
7 male 90
8 male 61
9 male 71
10 male 25
11 female 106
12 female 99
13 male 150
14 female 94
15 male 51
16 male 35
17 female 40
18 female 40
19 male 6
20 male 46
21 male 51
22 male 50
00 01 02 03 04
05 06 07 08 09
10 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 18 19
20 21 22
Table A.1: The BioID database contains 23 individuals, with a varying number of images each
A.2.1 Downloaded archives
Files and md5 sums of the data as obtained:
9e49acf9b703cdcbfe8cc0b82b64c8d3 BioID-FD-Eyepos-V1.2.zip
dddd714c2bba3017c1bcf9bb7c528725 BioID-FaceDatabase-V1.2.zip
51e96488abb351d79a32d4c71f4793f8 README.txt
403ce23d9643c8d776fb013f106adddc bioid_pts.zip
0d191bf06b1c38c9e0390f1e2b043a09 readme.html
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A.3 MPEG-7 VCE dataset
MPEG is the ISO/IEC standards committee for designing multimedia standards. New
proposals get evaluated on evaluation data available to MPEG members. The dataset used
here was made available for the MPEG-7 video core experiments [Bober and Kim, 2006].
A full set of images is contained in Photo_DB/Photos_org. The images have been donated
from various MPEG members.
The directory Photo_DB/Face-CE_testset_org contains 1385 images, comprised from
the full set. The images have been taken with a variety of consumer cameras and resolu-
tions from 2048× 1536 pixels down to 800× 600 pixels. Some of them contain groups of
ten or more people, some smaller groups, some are portraits. Blurry images and uninten-
tionally cropped faces are included as well. The first 57 images depict male caucasians,
the remainder shows people of asian type, mostly male. All subjects seem to be in the
age of their twenties or thirties.
A subset of 766 of these images is contained in directory Photo_DB/Face-
CE_testset_resized. In this directory, all images have been resized to 800× 600 pixels.
734 of images contain one to three faces and have been annotated1 with a mesh as dis-
played in section 4.1, so that 587+ 2 · 93+ 3 · 54 = 935 faces are available in this dataset.
A.3.1 Downloaded data
All data used here has been downloaded on 2009-09-03 from
ftp://mpeg.nist.gov/Photo_DB.
Annotated images showing one face (587 files)
a1_00001.jpg a1_00003.jpg a1_00004.jpg a1_00005.jpg a1_00006.jpg a1_00007.jpg a1_00010.jpg a1_00011.jpg
a1_00012.jpg a1_00013.jpg a1_00014.jpg a1_00015.jpg a1_00016.jpg a1_00017.jpg a1_00018.jpg a1_00019.jpg
a1_00020.jpg a1_00021.jpg a1_00022.jpg a1_00023.jpg a1_00024.jpg a1_00025.jpg a1_00026.jpg a1_00027.jpg
a1_00028.jpg a1_00030.jpg a1_00031.jpg a1_00032.jpg a1_00033.jpg a1_00035.jpg a1_00036.jpg a1_00037.jpg
a1_00038.jpg a1_00039.jpg a1_00040.jpg a1_00041.jpg a1_00042.jpg a1_00043.jpg a1_00044.jpg a1_00045.jpg
a1_00046.jpg a1_00047.jpg a1_00048.jpg a1_00049.jpg a1_00050.jpg a1_00051.jpg a1_00052.jpg a1_00053.jpg
a1_00054.jpg a1_00055.jpg a1_00056.jpg a1_00057.jpg a1_00059.jpg a1_00060.jpg a1_00061.jpg a1_00062.jpg
a1_00063.jpg a1_00064.jpg a1_00078.jpg a1_00079.jpg a1_00084.jpg a1_00085.jpg a1_00086.jpg a1_00087.jpg
a1_00092.jpg a1_00096.jpg a1_00107.jpg a1_00108.jpg a1_00116.jpg a1_00119.jpg a1_00120.jpg a1_00124.jpg
a1_00140.jpg a1_00142.jpg a1_00143.jpg a1_00144.jpg a1_00145.jpg a1_00148.jpg a1_00149.jpg a1_00150.jpg
a1_00151.jpg a1_00156.jpg a1_00157.jpg a1_00158.jpg a1_00159.jpg a1_00160.jpg a1_00161.jpg a1_00162.jpg
a1_00163.jpg a1_00164.jpg a1_00165.jpg a1_00166.jpg a1_00167.jpg a1_00168.jpg a1_00169.jpg a1_00170.jpg
a1_00171.jpg a1_00172.jpg a1_00173.jpg a1_00174.jpg a1_00175.jpg a1_00176.jpg a1_00183.jpg a1_00184.jpg
a1_00185.jpg a1_00186.jpg a1_00187.jpg a1_00188.jpg a1_00189.jpg a1_00190.jpg a1_00191.jpg a1_00192.jpg
a1_00193.jpg a1_00194.jpg a1_00195.jpg a1_00196.jpg a1_00197.jpg a1_00203.jpg a1_00204.jpg a1_00205.jpg
a1_00206.jpg a1_00207.jpg a1_00208.jpg a1_00209.jpg a1_00210.jpg a1_00235.jpg a1_00236.jpg a1_00237.jpg
a1_00239.jpg a1_00240.jpg a1_00241.jpg a1_00242.jpg a1_00243.jpg a1_00244.jpg a1_00245.jpg a1_00246.jpg
a1_00247.jpg a1_00248.jpg a1_00249.jpg a1_00250.jpg a1_00251.jpg a1_00252.jpg a1_00253.jpg a1_00254.jpg
a1_00255.jpg a1_00256.jpg a1_00257.jpg a1_00258.jpg a1_00259.jpg a1_00260.jpg a1_00261.jpg a1_00262.jpg
a1_00263.jpg a1_00264.jpg a1_00265.jpg a1_00266.jpg a1_00267.jpg a1_00268.jpg a1_00269.jpg a1_00270.jpg
a1_00271.jpg a1_00272.jpg a1_00273.jpg a1_00274.jpg a1_00275.jpg a1_00276.jpg a1_00277.jpg a1_00278.jpg
a1_00279.jpg a1_00280.jpg a1_00281.jpg a1_00282.jpg a1_00283.jpg a1_00284.jpg a1_00285.jpg a1_00286.jpg
a1_00287.jpg a1_00288.jpg a1_00289.jpg a1_00290.jpg a1_00291.jpg a1_00292.jpg a1_00293.jpg a1_00294.jpg
a1_00295.jpg a1_00296.jpg a1_00297.jpg a1_00298.jpg a1_00299.jpg a1_00300.jpg a1_00301.jpg a1_00302.jpg
a1_00303.jpg a1_00304.jpg a1_00305.jpg a1_00306.jpg a1_00307.jpg a1_00308.jpg a1_00309.jpg a1_00310.jpg
a1_00311.jpg a1_00312.jpg a1_00313.jpg a1_00314.jpg a1_00315.jpg a1_00316.jpg a1_00317.jpg a1_00318.jpg
1 A big thank you to the diligent students of our lab who did the clicking
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a1_00319.jpg a1_00320.jpg a1_00321.jpg a1_00322.jpg a1_00323.jpg a1_00324.jpg a1_00325.jpg a1_00326.jpg
a1_00327.jpg a1_00328.jpg a1_00329.jpg a1_00330.jpg a1_00331.jpg a1_00332.jpg a1_00333.jpg a1_00334.jpg
a1_00335.jpg a1_00336.jpg a1_00337.jpg a1_00338.jpg a1_00339.jpg a1_00340.jpg a1_00341.jpg a1_00342.jpg
a1_00343.jpg a1_00344.jpg a1_00345.jpg a1_00346.jpg a1_00347.jpg a1_00348.jpg a1_00349.jpg a1_00350.jpg
a1_00351.jpg a1_00352.jpg a1_00353.jpg a1_00354.jpg a1_00355.jpg a1_00356.jpg a1_00357.jpg a1_00358.jpg
a1_00359.jpg a1_00360.jpg a1_00362.jpg a1_00363.jpg a1_00364.jpg a1_00365.jpg a1_00366.jpg a1_00367.jpg
a1_00368.jpg a1_00369.jpg a1_00370.jpg a1_00371.jpg a1_00372.jpg a1_00373.jpg a1_00374.jpg a1_00375.jpg
a1_00376.jpg a1_00377.jpg a1_00378.jpg a1_00379.jpg a1_00380.jpg a1_00381.jpg a1_00382.jpg a1_00383.jpg
a1_00384.jpg a1_00385.jpg a1_00386.jpg a1_00387.jpg a1_00388.jpg a1_00389.jpg a1_00390.jpg a1_00391.jpg
a1_00392.jpg a1_00393.jpg a1_00394.jpg a1_00395.jpg a1_00398.jpg a1_00399.jpg a1_00400.jpg a1_00402.jpg
a1_00403.jpg a1_00404.jpg a1_00405.jpg a1_00406.jpg a1_00407.jpg a1_00408.jpg a1_00409.jpg a1_00410.jpg
a1_00411.jpg a1_00412.jpg a1_00413.jpg a1_00414.jpg a1_00415.jpg a1_00416.jpg a1_00417.jpg a1_00418.jpg
a1_00419.jpg a1_00420.jpg a1_00421.jpg a1_00422.jpg a1_00423.jpg a1_00424.jpg a1_00425.jpg a1_00426.jpg
a1_00427.jpg a1_00428.jpg a1_00429.jpg a1_00430.jpg a1_00431.jpg a1_00432.jpg a1_00433.jpg a1_00434.jpg
a1_00435.jpg a1_00436.jpg a1_00437.jpg a1_00438.jpg a1_00439.jpg a1_00440.jpg a1_00441.jpg a1_00442.jpg
a1_00443.jpg a1_00444.jpg a1_00445.jpg a1_00446.jpg a1_00447.jpg a1_00448.jpg a1_00449.jpg a1_00450.jpg
a1_00451.jpg a1_00452.jpg a1_00453.jpg a1_00454.jpg a1_00455.jpg a1_00456.jpg a1_00457.jpg a1_00458.jpg
a1_00459.jpg a1_00460.jpg a1_00461.jpg a1_00462.jpg a1_00463.jpg a1_00464.jpg a1_00465.jpg a1_00466.jpg
a1_00467.jpg a1_00468.jpg a1_00469.jpg a1_00470.jpg a1_00471.jpg a1_00472.jpg a1_00473.jpg a1_00474.jpg
a1_00475.jpg a1_00476.jpg a1_00477.jpg a1_00478.jpg a1_00479.jpg a1_00480.jpg a1_00481.jpg a1_00482.jpg
a1_00483.jpg a1_00484.jpg a1_00485.jpg a1_00486.jpg a1_00487.jpg a1_00488.jpg a1_00489.jpg a1_00490.jpg
a1_00491.jpg a1_00492.jpg a1_00493.jpg a1_00494.jpg a1_00495.jpg a1_00496.jpg a1_00497.jpg a1_00498.jpg
a1_00499.jpg a1_00500.jpg a1_00501.jpg a1_00502.jpg a1_00503.jpg a1_00504.jpg a1_00505.jpg a1_00506.jpg
a1_00507.jpg a1_00508.jpg a1_00509.jpg a1_00510.jpg a1_00511.jpg a1_00512.jpg a1_00513.jpg a1_00514.jpg
a1_00515.jpg a1_00516.jpg a1_00517.jpg a1_00518.jpg a1_00519.jpg a1_00520.jpg a1_00521.jpg a1_00522.jpg
a1_00523.jpg a1_00524.jpg a1_00525.jpg a1_00526.jpg a1_00527.jpg a1_00528.jpg a1_00529.jpg a1_00530.jpg
a1_00531.jpg a1_00532.jpg a1_00533.jpg a1_00534.jpg a1_00535.jpg a1_00536.jpg a1_00537.jpg a1_00538.jpg
a1_00539.jpg a1_00540.jpg a1_00541.jpg a1_00542.jpg a1_00543.jpg a1_00544.jpg a1_00545.jpg a1_00546.jpg
a1_00547.jpg a1_00548.jpg a1_00549.jpg a1_00550.jpg a1_00551.jpg a1_00552.jpg a1_00553.jpg a1_00554.jpg
a1_00555.jpg a1_00556.jpg a1_00557.jpg a1_00558.jpg a1_00559.jpg a1_00560.jpg a1_00561.jpg a1_00562.jpg
a1_00563.jpg a1_00564.jpg a1_00565.jpg a1_00566.jpg a1_00567.jpg a1_00568.jpg a1_00569.jpg a1_00570.jpg
a1_00571.jpg a1_00572.jpg a1_00573.jpg a1_00574.jpg a1_00575.jpg a1_00576.jpg a1_00577.jpg a1_00578.jpg
a1_00579.jpg a1_00580.jpg a1_00581.jpg a1_00582.jpg a1_00583.jpg a1_00584.jpg a1_00585.jpg a1_00586.jpg
a1_00587.jpg a1_00588.jpg a1_00589.jpg a1_00590.jpg a1_00591.jpg a1_00593.jpg a1_00594.jpg a1_00595.jpg
a1_00596.jpg a1_00597.jpg a1_00598.jpg a1_00599.jpg a1_00600.jpg a1_00601.jpg a1_00602.jpg a1_00603.jpg
a1_00604.jpg a1_00605.jpg a1_00606.jpg a1_00607.jpg a1_00608.jpg a1_00609.jpg a1_00610.jpg a1_00611.jpg
a1_00612.jpg a1_00613.jpg a1_00614.jpg a1_00615.jpg a1_00616.jpg a1_00617.jpg a1_00618.jpg a1_00619.jpg
a1_00620.jpg a1_00621.jpg a1_00622.jpg a1_00623.jpg a1_00624.jpg a1_00625.jpg a1_00626.jpg a1_00627.jpg
a1_00628.jpg a1_00629.jpg a1_00630.jpg a1_00645.jpg a1_00646.jpg a1_00647.jpg a1_00648.jpg a1_00649.jpg
a1_00650.jpg a1_00651.jpg a1_00652.jpg a1_00661.jpg a1_00662.jpg a1_00663.jpg a1_00664.jpg a1_00665.jpg
a1_00666.jpg a1_00667.jpg a1_00668.jpg a1_00669.jpg a1_00670.jpg a1_00671.jpg a1_00672.jpg a1_00673.jpg
a1_00674.jpg a1_00675.jpg a1_00676.jpg a1_00708.jpg a1_00709.jpg a1_00710.jpg a1_00711.jpg a1_00712.jpg
a1_00713.jpg a1_00714.jpg a1_00715.jpg a1_00727.jpg a1_00728.jpg a1_00729.jpg a1_00730.jpg a1_00731.jpg
a1_00732.jpg a1_00733.jpg a1_00734.jpg a1_00735.jpg a1_00736.jpg a1_00737.jpg a1_00738.jpg a1_00739.jpg
a1_00740.jpg a1_00741.jpg a1_00742.jpg a1_00743.jpg a1_00744.jpg a1_00745.jpg a1_00746.jpg a1_00747.jpg
a1_00748.jpg a1_00749.jpg a1_00750.jpg a1_00751.jpg a1_00752.jpg a1_00753.jpg a1_00754.jpg a1_00755.jpg
a1_00756.jpg a1_00757.jpg a1_00758.jpg a1_00759.jpg a1_00760.jpg a1_00761.jpg a1_00762.jpg a1_00763.jpg
a1_00764.jpg a1_00765.jpg a1_00766.jpg
Annotated images showing two faces (93 files)
a1_00002.jpg a1_00008.jpg a1_00009.jpg a1_00029.jpg a1_00034.jpg a1_00072.jpg a1_00074.jpg a1_00075.jpg
a1_00077.jpg a1_00088.jpg a1_00090.jpg a1_00091.jpg a1_00094.jpg a1_00095.jpg a1_00097.jpg a1_00115.jpg
a1_00117.jpg a1_00121.jpg a1_00122.jpg a1_00130.jpg a1_00131.jpg a1_00137.jpg a1_00146.jpg a1_00147.jpg
a1_00152.jpg a1_00153.jpg a1_00154.jpg a1_00155.jpg a1_00198.jpg a1_00199.jpg a1_00200.jpg a1_00201.jpg
a1_00202.jpg a1_00211.jpg a1_00212.jpg a1_00213.jpg a1_00214.jpg a1_00215.jpg a1_00216.jpg a1_00217.jpg
a1_00238.jpg a1_00396.jpg a1_00397.jpg a1_00401.jpg a1_00592.jpg a1_00631.jpg a1_00632.jpg a1_00633.jpg
a1_00634.jpg a1_00635.jpg a1_00636.jpg a1_00637.jpg a1_00638.jpg a1_00639.jpg a1_00640.jpg a1_00641.jpg
a1_00642.jpg a1_00643.jpg a1_00644.jpg a1_00677.jpg a1_00678.jpg a1_00679.jpg a1_00680.jpg a1_00681.jpg
a1_00682.jpg a1_00683.jpg a1_00684.jpg a1_00685.jpg a1_00686.jpg a1_00687.jpg a1_00688.jpg a1_00689.jpg
a1_00690.jpg a1_00691.jpg a1_00692.jpg a1_00701.jpg a1_00702.jpg a1_00703.jpg a1_00704.jpg a1_00705.jpg
a1_00706.jpg a1_00707.jpg a1_00716.jpg a1_00717.jpg a1_00718.jpg a1_00719.jpg a1_00720.jpg a1_00721.jpg
a1_00722.jpg a1_00723.jpg a1_00724.jpg a1_00725.jpg a1_00726.jpg
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Annotated images showing three faces (54 files)
a1_00069.jpg a1_00073.jpg a1_00076.jpg a1_00080.jpg a1_00089.jpg a1_00101.jpg a1_00104.jpg a1_00105.jpg
a1_00125.jpg a1_00129.jpg a1_00132.jpg a1_00134.jpg a1_00135.jpg a1_00139.jpg a1_00141.jpg a1_00177.jpg
a1_00178.jpg a1_00179.jpg a1_00180.jpg a1_00181.jpg a1_00182.jpg a1_00218.jpg a1_00219.jpg a1_00220.jpg
a1_00221.jpg a1_00222.jpg a1_00223.jpg a1_00224.jpg a1_00225.jpg a1_00226.jpg a1_00227.jpg a1_00229.jpg
a1_00230.jpg a1_00231.jpg a1_00232.jpg a1_00233.jpg a1_00234.jpg a1_00361.jpg a1_00653.jpg a1_00654.jpg
a1_00655.jpg a1_00656.jpg a1_00657.jpg a1_00658.jpg a1_00659.jpg a1_00660.jpg a1_00693.jpg a1_00694.jpg
a1_00695.jpg a1_00696.jpg a1_00697.jpg a1_00698.jpg a1_00699.jpg a1_00700.jpg
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Glossary
boosted cascade of simple features A classifier built by from multiple stages of lin-
early independent classifiers that have been trained with boosting; used to reduce
average classification complexity for problems with unbalanced class frequencies.
Each classifier stage passes nearly all samples of the underrepresented class while
discarding a percentage of the frequent class. Only samples really belonging to
the infrequent class have to pass all classifier stages then, while most samples are
sorted out early. 48
bootstrapping Here: training setup that allows to train linearly uncorrelated stages of a
classifier. Already trained classifier stages are invoked on known-negative samples.
All positives classification results are then used to train the next classifier stage.
5, 50
bounding box The smallest rectangle surrounding an arbitrarily shaped image area.
Typically, the orientation of a bounding box is constrained to be aligned with the
image axes. 5, 7, 19, 78
confusion matrix A matrix that shows the comparison of classification results with the
true class labels of a dataset. 8
cross-validation A dataset is split into N disjunct subsets of similar size. Then, an
algorithm is trained N times on the dataset minus the Nth subset and evaluated
on that subset. 9, 64
Delaunay net A triangle mesh constructed from interconnection lines between directly
neighbored vertices of a point set. The triangles have to fulfill the condition that
no circumcircle is allow to contain vertices of other triangles. In the general case,
the Delaunay triangulation is not unique. 38
Fisher discriminants Throughout this document we refer to Fisher’s linear discrimi-
nants by the term LDA. Precisely, LDA is a simplified version of fisher discrimi-
nants that does not take the different covariance matrices of the training classes
into account. 12
generalization performance The ability of a model to describe all possible data when
trained with a set of samples only. 9
ground truth Amanually given, expected result for a classification or regression problem.
7, 8, 19, 21
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precision The number of correct detections/retrievals divided by the total number of
retrieval results. A number near to 1.0 means that the output of an algorithm
contains very few false positives. 8, 59
recall The number of correct detections/retrievals divided by the number of positive
examples contained in the dataset. A number near to 1.0 means that the output
of an algorithm includes almost all positive examples contained in the dataset. 8,
59
reference mesh A Delaunay net built from the average locations of all control points in
the training data. 38–40, 56, 58
resubstitution error The error made by a classification model on its own training data.
8
support region An image region that represents local appearance. 17, 26, 57
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Acronyms
AAM (active appearance models) An object tracking algorithm that is based on part-
based model constructed from textured triangles. 16, 19
EM (expectation maximization) A clustering algorithm that estimates means μ, variances
σ and weights of Gaussian mixture components. It is an unsupervised technique
that only needs the number of mixture components as a parameter. 45, 46, 48, 75
FP (false positive) A positive detection result that does not exist in the ground truth.
15, 59
kNN (K-nearest neighbors classifier) The generalization of a nearest neighbor classifier
evaluates the N nearest training samples for a given new sample. 12
LBP (local binary patterns) A simple yet efficient gray-level texture descriptor. Each
pixel is compared with its neighbor pixels. If the gray-level of the center pixel
is higher than that of the neighbor, a bit-flag is set to 1, otherwise, it’s set to
zero. This way, for an 8-pixel neighborhood, every pixel is transformed to an 8-bit
feature. A histogram is then calculated from the features of a given region (see
[Ojala et al., 2002]). 13
LDA (linear discriminant analysis) Tries to find a linear subspace with maximum sepa-
rability by evaluating covariance matrices and means of the classes in the training
set. 12
OpenCV (Open Computer Vision Library) OpenCV is a collection of state of the art
computer vision algorithms, implemented in C and C++ but useable from Python
and Octave as well. 13, 16, 28, 48, 50, 64, 65, 72
PCA (principal component analysis) Tries to find a linear subspace that keeps maximum
information of the training set. 12, 38
ROC (receiver operating characteristics) When the decision boundary of a binary clas-
sifier is shifted, its sensitivity towards one of the two classes is raised, while at
the same time, the opposite class will be chosen less often for a given distribution
of samples. The resulting true positive rate and false positive rate can be plot-
ted as a so-called ROC curve. The term originates from signal theory, where the
sensitivity of a receiver for binary transmission is described likewise. 8, 15
90 Acronyms
ROI (region of interest) An image region that stands out from other image regions by
containing a specific property like local saliency. A region of interest can be
described by its location in space, scale, its orientation or affine shape, depending
on the concept of local image features used. 5, 6
SVM (support vector machine) Machine learning algorithm that is based on the assump-
tion, that non-linear classifiers can be replaced by simple linear classifiers, if the
feature space can be appropriately transformed into higher dimensionality with a
(sometimes non-linear) kernel function. 12, 13, 15
TP (true positive) A positive detection result that also exists in the ground truth. 15, 59
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